The Trail, 1992-11-05 by Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound
"United we stand, divided we 
fall" has become the general feel-
ing along Greek row at the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound as the 
fraternities and sororities gear up 
for the Greek Exchange. 
Beginning Saturday morning, 
the Exchange, a conference be-
tween schools with small Greek 
systems, will sponsor activities 
ranging from workshops and dis- 
for the first time other events will 
not have a Greek focus in hopes 
that independents will attend." 
For some time now the unspo-
ken rivalry between the Greeks 
and non-Greeks has created ten-
sion. But times are changing. 
"The purpose of the Greek ex-
change is to increase the commu-
nication between Greeks and non-
Greeks," said Stephanie 
Schleicher, a memberofthe plan-
ning committee and the sorority 
Kappa Kappa Gamma. "We hope 
to create a sense of unity within 
the campus between the Greeks 
and non-Greeks that has not been 
there before." 
Earlier in the year, the Greeks 
have focused their attention on 
establishing better relations be-
tween one another and breaking 
down the walls they build be-
tween themselves. The fraternity 
Kappa Sigma initiated the first 
step towardsdismantiing the walls 
bypmmotingGreek unity through 
an all Greek party. 
"The fraternities and sororities 
build up a lot of pride in houses 
and sometimes this pride leads to 
separating themselves from other 
houses," saidioel Servatius,presi-
dent ofKappa Sigma. 'However, 
ifwe can get together from time to 
time we can break down some of 
the walls that only seem to do us 
harm." 
While the parties remain the 
image most closely associated 
with Greek life, the fraternities 
and sororities continue to work 
toward broadening this image by 
involving the campus in other ac-
tivities such as their philanthropy 
projects. 
Derby Days, a fundraiser spon-
sored by Sigma Chi, raised over 
$1 ,000lastweek fortheChildren's 
Miracle Network and the Seattle 
Children's Hospital by working 
in concordance with the six so-
rorities and numerous freshmen 
to not only raise the money, but to 
get the campus involved. 
"It's vital that the Greeks realize 
that we play an important role 
around campus as well as within 
the community," said Chuck 
Edwards, a member of Sigma Chi. 
"It's not us and them anymore, 
it's all of us together." 
If interested in attending the 
Greek Exchange call or register 
at Residential Programs, 756-
3317. Cost is $5. 
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ex ottender seen on carnDus 
LIBy Eric Borne 
NewsEditor 
The following is a report sent by 
Security Services to warn students 
of an apparent danger on campus. 
At 7:18PM on Sunday, Novem-. 
ber 1, 1992, Security Staff re-
sponded to a report of a suspi-
cious male in Warner Gym. The 
individual, described below, was 
contacted as he sat watching  
swimmers in the Wallace pool. 
After a brief conversation with 
the individual, Security Staff re-
called he hàdbeen contacted early 
in October of this year for a sus-
pected theft from Food Services 
in the Student Union Building. 
During the October contact the 
individual was warned not to re-
turn to campus. 
Upon Security Staff request, 
Tacoma Police arrived on cam-
pus, questioned the individual at 
the pool, and warned him not to 
return to campus. A records check 
by the Tacoma Police revealed he 
is registered in Washington State 
as a sex offender. 
Please contact Security Services 
(ext. 3311) immediately if this in-
dividual is observed on Univer-
sity properly. 
For three weeks now, the Food 
and Safety Committee has been 
contemplating the increase of 
lighting on campus, in response 
to student concerns. As of 
Wednesday the committee pro-
posed a plan that would increase 
lighting within the near futum. 
"Work will begin right away," 
said Todd Badham, Director of 
Security Services. "I would say 
that within the next 2 to 3 weeks 
the old lights will be updated and 
new lights will be added." 
Badham emphasized the impor-
tance of immediately reporting 
suspect information to Security. 
Description of man: 
Black/Male, 36 years old 
5'6" tall, 135 lbs. 
Black hair and brown eyes 
Usually wears a long black 
trench coat and white high top 
tennis shoes. 
"The American 
people voted for 
change, and they 
have been 
heard." 
-President-elect 
Bill Clinton 
The show is over. It is time 
to get to work. —The Trail 
LBy Katharine Dvorak 
Features Editor 
The campus music scene has 
enjoyed enhanced success with 
the emergence and subsequent 
popularity of student bands. With 
the aid of the newly established 
Campus Music Network, campus 
bands are finally receiving the 
opportunity and attention that in 
years passed they have been de-
nied. 
Established this year as an 
ASUPS program, the Campus 
Music Network organizes and 
promotes campus bands, acting 
as a sort of manager. 
"People don't realize that there 
are bands amund since there aren't 
any organized concerts. The bands 
are basically left up to themselves 
for promotion," said chair, Nabil 
Ayers. "Hopefully with the es-
tablishment of the Network 
bands will receive even more ex-
posure." 
> 
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The Network sponsors a mini-
mum of eight concerts per year, 
divided among six small concerts 
in the Cellar and two large shows 
held in either the Great Hall or the 
Rotunda. In addition to paying 
the bands for performing, the 
Network also takes care of mis-
cellaneous expense such as sound 
rental and promotion. 
Recently ASUPS debated the 
issue of funding a compilation 
tape of the campus bands that 
would be sold on campus and at 
local music stores. Funding was 
denied for a tape this semester; 
however, Ayers believes that if 
student bands prove to be suc-
cessful among campus listeners 
funding may be made available 
next semester. 
"We first have to make sure the 
bands have enough student sup-
port and interest," explained 
Ayers. 
See also campus band profiles, 
center spread 
Mike Tierney of The Undecided performs at Rock the Green Vote. 
Campus bands on the rise 
Greek Ekchange 'breaks down walls' and un'f'es campus 
By Eric Borne 
	 cussions to the Campus Band 
News Editor 	 Showcase. The Showcase will be 
a benefit concert for the Tacoma 
community, costing an article of 
clothing, a can offoodor$1 to get 
in to the Rotunda and hear the 
bands play. 
This year, however, a 
I new twist hasbeen added 
) in hopes tobrenic the la-
bels given to the Greek 
system and strengthen 
their relationship with 
the entire campus. 
"We need to work to-
gether and support each 
other,"saidNabil Ayers, 
SAE president. 
With more than adozen 
schools from Washing-
ton and Oregon attend-
ing the Exchange, the 
"Communication + 
Unity = Community" 
theme plans to generate a wide 
range of students from all avenues 
of the University. 
"A lot of the sessions during the 
exchange are targeted for the 
Greek systems," said Bruce 
Clemetsen, Greek Advisor. "But 
DO YOU... 
. Have friends at other colleges? 
. Have parents who are curious about 
life on campus? 
. Want to keep in touch after you 
graduate? 
¶Perfed for 
the hoUtlays... 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
$7 per semester 
$12 per year 
(50c per issue for the 
rest of this semester) 
Call Tracy at x3278 for more info. 
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Multi'cultural Center receives renewed support 
Growing student 
concern helps 
finance the 
Multicultural 
Center to facilitate 
diversity groups 
LiBy Erika Konopka 
Assistant News Editor 
Multiculturalism does not simply mean 
other races and nationalities, but virtually 
every conceivable human grouping that 
separates from the norm and develops a 
separate identity as well as its normative 
identity. Every person is indeed of many 
cultures simultaneously. 
With this in mind, the Multicultural Cen-
ter was started several years ago, but has 
been relatively inactive. It offers students 
of all races, genders and cultures a place to 
go to socialize, hold meetings and read 
about diversity in a relaxed and convenient 
atmosphere. 
"This isn't supposed to be only for minori-
ties or only for women, but rather it is a 
resource for all students. 
I believe that students 
need a breadth of knowl-
edge not just academi-
cally, but also involved 
in the breadth of learning 
which includes social 
skills," said Seema 
Ahmed, chair for the 
Campus Diversity Com-
mittee. 
The allocated room, 
SUB 206, serves a plethora of functions 
from a lounge and social mom to a meeting 
room and an information center all the way 
to a video library and office space. 
This week, a proposal went to the ASUPS 
Senate, which asked for money to support 
the center in purchasing books and office 
equipment. Currently, the only books that 
are in the center date back to the seventies, 
and they do not offer any current informa-
tion or entertainment about diversityand 
cultures. 
"Ultimately we would like to have an 
extensive video library, a VCR and other 
equipment, but because of problems with 
security, we cannot until we actually con- 
	
The center hopes not only to house a 
trol the room," said Ahmed. 
	 permanent place for people, but also it 
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available to all stu- ests and cultures with everyone on campus 
dents, will focus on through programs, plays and other infor- 
pmvidingneedsspe- mational seminars. 
cifically to theBlack "Currently, we are working with the dean 
StudentUnion, Hui- ofstudents to geta campus-owned house to 
0-Hawaii, Asian use for the center," said Ahmed. "The main 
Awareness Associa- floor would provide a place for the actual 
tion, Committee for center and the second floor would house 
Hispanic Aware- two students involved with the center." 
ness, Lesbian Gay Last year, the senate allocated the center 
People for Puget Sound turn the tide on pollution 
By Sarah Hynes 
Staff Writer 
Puget Sound's wild salmon population 
may soon be identified as an endangered 
species. The salmon population is steadily 
dwindling as more and more of the salmon's 
spawning areas are industhally developed. 
In addition, almost one half of the 146 
recreational shellfish beds along Puget 
Sound are closed to harvesting due to pol-
lution that makes the shellfish toxic to hu-
mans. An additional 35 are in danger of 
being closed soon. 
There's a local group dedicated to solving 
these problems so Puget Sound will be 
around for future generations to enjoy. 
People for Puget Sound is an environ- 
mental group whose mission is to protect 
Puget Sound. The organization's 3,500 mem-
bers and 200+ volunteers hope to preserve 
Puget Sound and its habitat through educa-
tion, cleanup efforts and cooperation with 
other environmental groups in the area. 
According to an article written by Kathy 
Fielder, executive director and founder of 
People for Puget Sound, which appeared in 
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer December10, 
1991, "We're individuals, businesses and 
organizations throughout the region who 
have made a long-term commitment to work 
together. We're committed to holding our-
selves responsible—and public officials re-
sponsible—for the stewardship of our 
region's greatest economic and environ- 
see PEOPLE page 7 
Crimes on Cam-pus  
October 30 through November 4 
30 Oct., 7:44 PM 
	 A student reported the theft of two car stereo speakers 
and a Sony "Walknian" from his vehicle while it was 
parked in the Fieldhouse parking lot. The student 
reported he had locked the vehicle. There were no 
signs of forced entry to the vehicle. 
31 Oct., 8:55 PM 	 A student reported his wallet was taken from his 
locked vehicle while it was parked near Todd Hall. 
The student believes his vehicle was entered by un-zip 
ping the window in the stop top. The wallet was later 
recovered. 
1 Nov. 	 Two students reported the theft of their bicycles from 
the racks near the front doors of the Library. Both 
bicycles were locked with cable style securing devices 
which were presumably cut. 
Note: On Sunday, November 1, 1992 at approximately 1:30 AM a student 
observed four individuals, which he described as black males, who appeared to be 
attempting to forcibly enter his vehicle. The vehicle was parked about two blocks 
off campus near North 11th and Adams Street. The student approached the 
suspects and while conversing with them, he was struck by someone from behind 
and kicked. 
If you observe acnme in progress or suspecteriminal activity, it is recommended 
that you call Tacoma Police if you are off campus or Security Services if you are 
on campus. Avoid personal contact with suspects if possible. The TraiLAoo good to 
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services 
	 keep on campus! 
the 1rnit needs smene 
tc help with distributicn 
ftr apprx. hcurs each week 
(liiursday, late afterncn). 
If interested, call 
Sara at x3278. 
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Profile: Mayor Vialle on women in politics and 
UBy Eric Borne 
News Editor 	 tmmendciiis prnwth when the election comrr 
----------- a
- - . -- ---------
iiee chose 
Twelve floors above the streets of downtown Tacoma, 
Mayor Karen Vialle sits in her spacious office, sipping 
warm coffee from a paper cup. In an era many have 
nicknamed the "Year of the Woman," it only seems fitting 
that the first woman mayor in Tacoma is also a lifelong 
resident and graduate of the University of Puget Sound. 
"Three years ago when I ran for [Mayor], I was consid-
ered a handicap. 'The city would never elect a woman 
mayor' was all I heard," said Vialle, staring outthewindow 
at Mount Rainier. "Well they were wrong. In fact! won by 
the largest margin in the history of the city." 
Vialle felt that the "Year of the Women" should be 
dedicated to all those who helped pave the road for women 
in politics, such as her role model Lorraine Wojahn, one of 
the first women from Washington to serve on the Senate. 
Nevertheless, Vialle claims that the real "Year of the 
Woman" has not yet seen the light. 
"I am glad to see more women running for offices and 
being accepted as more credible candidates," said Vialle. 
"However, I still think the real 'Year of the Woman' is yet 
to come, when we elect a woman President." 
When asked about the sexism she faced, Vialle compared 
her position with that of Puget Sound's President Susan 
Parr and replied that she hadn't seen any blatant sexigm, 
but when you're a woman in a high position, it's there in 
many ways. The University, according to Vialle, showed 
UPS 
Parr to be the next president. 
"I think when you're the first in no matter what you do 
whethermale of female you're under the microscope a little 
more and people are judging you perhaps a little bit more 
than they would be if you were the the second or third," she 
said. 
A 1964 graduate of the University of Puget Sound, Vialle 
took her B.A. in Economics and Political Science off to 
WSU graduate school where she began her career as a 
teacher. A teacher? 
"When! was a student, the last thing I would have thought 
of was a career in politics," said Vialle donning an infamous 
political grin. "I wanted to either teach at a college level or 
be a lawyer. I wasn't sure which. Fortunately or unfortu-
nately, the way the fmances broke I wound up going to 
graduate school rather than law school." 
She feels that the education she received at Puget Sound 
gave her the chance to make such choices when it came to 
her career. 
"The idea of a liberal arts education is extremely impor -
tant and can be greatly understated," said Vialle. "I think 
liberal arts exposes you to many things that other types of 
education fail to address." 
Coming back to Puget Sound in 1968, this time to teach, 
Vialle looks back now and wonders where the Kennedy 
"what can I do to make the community better" era has gone. 
'-. '. .., . 
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Mayor Karen Vialle speaks with John Rayinond,president 
of Habit at for Humanity. 
"I noticed a big difference in the orientation of the 
students from 1972 to 1983," said Vialle. "When 1983 hit, 
there was this surge of 'How much bucks can I make?' It 
was a real change to me." 
Vialle hopes that Bill Clinton can bring back the empha-
sis on community service and generate the younger genera-
tion to take a role in politics, which, according to Vialle, has 
been downplayed over the last ten years. 
"I'm not sure how to get undergraduates involved in 
politics because they are only going to be in school a short 
period of time," said Vialle before finishing her now cold 
cup of coffee. "I would encourage students to become 
involved in politics because we need to elect good leader-
ship and we're only as good as our leaders." 
Student spotlight: Krista Messmore 
Thursday, November 12 at 6 PM at the Langliow House.  
JBy Erika Konopka 
Assistant News Editor 
Most of us just voted in the primary and 
general elections, buthow would you feel if 
you actually had an electoral vote in the 
Republican party? 
Krista Messmore a senior here at UPS 
was actually a delegate for both the Mon-
tuna Republican convention and the Re-
publican National Convention this sum-
mer. 
In addition to serving as a delegate, 
Messmore has also been active in various 
campaigns both in Washington and with 
her mother's campaign for state representa-
tive in Montana. This year alone, she has 
served as Pierce County Coordinator for 
Dunn for Congress and the von Reichbauer 
for Congress campaigns. A strong Repub-
lican, Messmore echoes George Bush's 
words after the election Tuesday. 
"I'm disappointed personally, butas Bush 
said, the people have spoken," said 
FOR RENT 
2-bedroom, basement, with 
kitchen & bath — $500. 
Call Tony collect at 
0-206-941-9544 
Comprehensive test prep 
from Steven Klein Co. 
for a very 
comprehensive test. 
The course features eight, 4 hr. 
classes plus weekly tutorials. 
The price—$395. Call now for 
a free seminar. 524-4915. 
Next LSAT and GRE courses 
begin the week of December 5. 
- 	 .-
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Messmore. "We are all Americans and the 
US has many economic and social issues 
that we must face together. We must lick 
our wounds and get behind president-elect 
Bill Clinton and all ofthe new leadership to 
come to a solution for the country." 
Majoring in English, Messmore main-
talus a 3.8 grade point average while serv-
ing as the Hall Coordinator for Anderson/ 
Langdon. However, her service to the cam-
pus and local communities does not stop 
there. Messmore boasts her work asaPUSH/ 
Excel tutor and her position as a senior 
honorary for the Mortar Board as well as 
her help with the program "When Hello 
Gets Out of Hand" and other community 
programs. 
"I've chosen working in the residence 
halls because I really enjoy working with 
the freshmen," said Messmore. "Although 
the day-to-day operations get mundane and 
tedious, watching freshmen come with their 
parents on the first day and seeing them 
leave after they have found themselves and 
changed so much is one of the most reward-
ing things I have ever done." 
In the near future, Messmore plans to 
apply to law schools, and depending upon 
which school she chooses toattend, she will 
have several opportunities to work in an 
internship with the candidates she helped 
this year. 
"After law school, my goal is to go into 
practice," said Messmore. "I enjoy work-
ing around politics and with other people, 
but I don't foresee any candidacy in my 
future." 
,-_; 
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Candyman' teeters on the border of good taste 
IJBy John Tocher 
A&E Editor 
I decided I couldn't go any further with 
this semester's set of movie reviews with-
out looking at something of a slightly dif -
ferent genre. I'm speaking, of course, about 
horror movies. I love 'em. The whole darn 
genre, especially the really stupid ones. But 
since Dr. Giggles didn't look like it would 
even make a decent camp flick,! decided to 
go with Clive Barker's Candyman. Realize 
that this review is within the context of 
horror movies and that weak dialogue and 
poor acting come with the territory. 
The only thing anyone seems knows about 
this movie is that somebody called it "the 
scariest film since Silence of the Lambs." 
Well, it's not: Cape Fear and Single White 
Female both beat it out for fingernail-chew-
ing, knuckle-biting tension. But it ain'tbad. 
Its flaw is that for most of the movie, the 
story forces you teeter at the Chasm of Bad 
Taste, and that's not an enjoyable thing to 
endure. 
The film centers on Helen, played by 
Virginia Madsen (The Hot Spot), a gradu-
ate student whose thesis is on urban leg-
ends. She begins researching the legend of 
Candyman, the well-to-do son of a nine-
teenth -century slave who was brutally mur-
dered on the same grounds that an intimi-
dating housing project now stands. The 
story has it that if you say "Candyman" five 
times in the mirror he'll come through the 
wall and getcha. The legend is kept alive by 
JBy Sundown Stauffer 
Budding Critic 
Are you tired of Campus Films yet? 
Not to be unfair to those stalwart cinema 
junkies, but the let's-see-what's-popu-
tar- on-the-rental-charts method of movie 
selection gets a little stale. It's not that the 
films aren't entertaining, it's just that 
Alien' isn't, say, the most intellectually 
enlightening film ever made. 
So what's the alternative? The Honors 
program is sponsoring a series of films, 
both classic and modem, that celebrate 
some of the greatest film directors of all 
time. The film festival is an annual event, 
and the theme for this year's program is, 
"The Great Movie-Makers." Great 
American directors including Francis 
Ford Coppola, Orson Welles, and Alfred 
Hitchcock will be featured, as well as 
foreign directors such as Akira Kurosawa. 
There will be a total of eight films in 
this series, beginning this week and run-
ning through the end of February. All  
the residents who believe the recent serial 
murders in the building are being commit-
ted by Candyman, played seductively by 
Tony Todd (Night of the Living Dead). 
Surprise: they're right. Helen makes the 
mistake of jokingly saying "Candyman" 
five times, and well, things start heading 
downhill for her right there. 
You may remember the scene in Silence 
of the Lambs where Clarisse is about to 
meet Dr. Lecter and is shown photos of a 
nurse Lecter once mutilated. We as the 
audience never saw the photos, and leaving 
the image to our imagination is much more 
effective than a shocking close-up. 
Well, one of the major errors Candyman 
makes is the decision to 'spice up' what the 
director must have considered the duller 
moments. There are some great little ghost 
stories about Candyman and his exploits in 
the first half-hour. To aid our feeble imagi-
nations, the director supplies us with either 
a faintly audible overdub or flashbacks of 
the story itself. This annoyed me for two 
reasons. The first is that it shows the 
director's lack of faith in the pace and 
content of the story, inspiring him to weigh 
films begin at 8 pm on Thursdays in 
Maclntyre 003. The first four films will 
feature foreign directors, whereas the last 
four films will showcase American three-
tors. 
The first film, Grand Illusion, is coming 
up this Thursday, November 5. Directed by 
Jean Renoir, Grandlllusion was one of the 
first films to be hailed as an international 
masterpiece. It is an anti-war story which 
recounts the tale of three French prisoners 
of war who escape from a Gennan prison 
camp during World War I. 
On November 12, Dreams, a film by the 
Japanese director Alum Kurosawa will be 
shown. Dreams is a compilation of eight 
dreams that Kurosawa has brought onto the 
screen. Deeplyintrospective and visually 
stunning, the film is a touching and surreal 
experience. 
Ingmar Bergman's The Seventh Seal will 
be shown on November 19. The film is an 
allegorical tale of man's search for mean-
ing in life, telling the story of a knight who, 
upon returning from the crusades, plays a  
down the film with extraneous gore and 
pointless sound effects. 
The second and more disturbing reason is 
that, during a story about how Candyman 
castrated a mentally-impaired boy in a pub-
lic restroom, we get an unwanted flash to a 
child covered in blood, holding himself. 
This, to say the least, is in really bad taste. 
The unwritten rule in horror flicks is 'Thou 
shalt not use children as your victims. Use 
teenagers.' Pet Semetary and the Exorcist 
got away with it by making it the central 
conflict in the story, showing the parent's 
struggle to save the child's life. It wasn't a 
game of chess with Death, while the 
plague ravages medieval Europe. 
Whoever Says The Truth ShailDie, a 
documentaryaboutltalian directorPier 
Paolo Pasolini, will be shown on Dc-
cember 3. The film explores the possi-
bility that Pasolini's controversial films 
led to his death. It explores the ques-
tion: was Pasolini murdered by neo-
fascists? 
Following winter break, the film fes-
tival will continue with four American 
films, beginning with Citizen Kane by 
Orson Welles on February 4. The fol-
lowingfilms will be Alfred Hitchcock's 
VertigoonFebruaiy 1 1 ,Dr. Strangelove 
by Stanley Kubrick on February 18, 
and Francis Ford Coppola's Apoca-
lypse Now on February 25. Look for 
posters about the Great Movie-Makers 
series for details. 
"I'm very impressed with how this 
year's film festival has shaped up," 
said Honors professor Michael Curley.  
graphic tangent used to keep the film go-
ing. Freddy Kruger was a child molester, 
butWes Craven had enough sense to know 
that it wasn't a good idea to actually put a 
molestation scene up on the screen. I know 
it seems odd to argue that certain things 
shouldn't be put into horror movies, but 
there it is. 
So it made me uncomfortable when a 
woman's baby is abducted and left in the 
hands of Candyman. Helen can't even de-
fend herselfeffectively, let alone the baby, 
not to mention the fact that she doesn't 
even know where it is. The Forces of Good 
(i.e.: Helen) prove weak enough that 
Candyman can do whatever he wants to 
with the baby without fear of intervention. 
The only thing you can hope for is that Evil' 
eventually peters out. Lame. 
Madsen and Todd do an admirable job, 
but the rest of the cast is forgettable. 
Candyman will leave you with several ire-
nerving images, like a good horror flick 
ought to. And the plot does take some 
original twists and turns, the most surpris-
ing being when [I'm not giving too much 
away here, but if you want to remain sur-
prised, sldp this paragraph.] Helen meets 
Candyman,only to suddenly find herself in 
someone else's bathroom with a meat 
cleaver and covered in blood that isn't hers. 
And things don't get any better for her. 
This sentence is for the people who skipped 
this paragraph and don't want to accidently 
see what they were trying to avoid. 
It's good and scary, but I find it difficult 
to accurately describe the squirmy, help-
less feeling you get watching Candyman. 
Technically, it's a good film in that the 
dialogue is decent and no boom-micro-
phones peek into the scene. Stylistically, it 
could have been much more effective with 
a lot less gore. Ethically, it would have 
been palatable if it didn't leave children 
solely at the mercy of a psychotic. Even 
though Helen is a strong, intrepid heroine, 
no matter what she tries to do, the story 
shouts back "Resistance is useless!" 
So what's the point? 
Honors Film Festival breaks into fall semester 
Series kicks off with 'The Great Movie-Makers' 
HOW TO START AND MANAGE A 
PUBLICATIONS BUSINESS 
WITH LITTLE OR NO START-UP CAPITAL 
RAISE A COOL 
$1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEK! 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obligation. No cost. 
You also get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
just for calling 
14800-932-0528, Ext. 65 
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Union 
A safe, supportive environment 
for lesbians, gays, and bisexuals 
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 
Awareness Group) 
Open to students, faculty, and staff 
who want to facilitate understanding 
oflesbian, gay, and bisexual issues 
• Coupon Booklets 
• Entertainment Guides 
S Business Directories 
. Specialty Newspapers 
CALL (503) 297-02891  
SEMI NAR 
Thursday, November 12 
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
Murray Boardroom 
University of Puget Sound 
Student Union Building 
Also Sat, Nov. 14, Bellevue 
Holiday Inn, 9.00 AM - 430 PM 
Portland, Oregon, anytime for brochure/reservation. 
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Black Happy d'iscusses Idaho, speed metal, and ABBA 
(By Pete Burness 
Staff Writer 
We talked to Black Happy during their 
soundcheck for their Oct. 30th show at 
Evergreen State College in Olympia. Also 
on the bill were Peace, Love & Guitars and 
Sadhappy. We grabbed singer/guitaristPaul 
Hemenway, guitarit Greg Hjort and bass 
player Mark Hemenway and stretched out 
on the table where they were setting up to 
sell tee shirts. (The guys generously gave 
me a "journalist" discount.) The rest of the 
Coeur d'Alene based band members were 
mulling about (two tronthoneplayers, a sax 
guy, a drummer and a percussionist) doing 
their soundcheck. 
How long have you been together as 
Black Happy? 
Greg- Two years almost to the day. 
It didn't take you very long to put out an 
album. 
Paul - No, we got lucky in that sense. Our 
label's based in Coure d'Elaine. (Pacific 
Inland Records, distributed by CIZ) It's 
just our manager really, so it's not as pro-
fessional as it sounds. 
So where didthe ideaforthe horns come 
from? 
Paul - Well Mark and I and the dnimmer 
used to play in a speed metal band. When 
we first started going to school at North 
Idaho College all of us have been in one 
school band or another and we got to be 
friends with some of the guys in the band 
who played horns and we just kind of said, 
'Hey let's try this, let's try that.' Then we 
ditched the speed metal idea, and we 
changed all together about two years ago. 
So you just did it for the hell of it one 
day? 
Paul - Yeah really, it was kind of an 
overnight thing almost. Just boom, switch 
gears. 
Is there a new album coming out? 
Paul - Hopefully we're gonna go record in 
December. 
Is it gonna be on the same label? 
Paul - Oh, we don't know. 
Are you shopping it around? 
Paul - We'll see what happens. Not really. 
I don't think we're even gonna try to shop 
it around, just put it out ourselves again. 
No calls from majors yet? 
Paul - No comment. It's just something 
we really don't like to talkabout. If you 
don't mind. I don't want to be rude or  
anything. 
Noproblem, weactuallydidan interview 
with Seaweed a couple of weeks ago and 
they didn't seem interested in majors ei-
ther. They werejusthappy notto have day 
jobs. 
Paul - That would be nice if we could do 
that. 
So you all are still working? 
Paul - Oh yeah. Going to school and 
everything . . . Pretty hectic. 
Are you all in school right now? 
Mark- Three of the eight are right now. 
Paul - One of them graduated. He's 
putting his electrical engineering degree to 
good use... playing the trombone. 
Everybody's college age? 
Paul - Yeah, Greg's the youngest, he's19 
and Jay's the oldest, he's 25. 
What's the Idaho music scene like right 
now? 
Mark - There is no scene. 
Paul - It's nonexistent. 
It seems like there are a lot ofbandsfrom 
there that moved to Seattle. 
Paul - Yeah, TAD did, and Treepeople 
were over here for awhile, they're back in 
Boise now. I hate to say its nonexistent 
because there are a lot of interesting things 
going on there but... Boise's got a scene 
and so does Spokane but North Idaho 
doesn't. Moscow's pretty good. It's a 
college town. We just played there 
Wednseday. 
How often do you usually get over to 
Seattle for gigs? 
Paul - In '91 we played in Seattle 35 or 36 
times. Yeah, we made it a habit of coming 
over here as much as we could but now we 
try to not come over as often because we 
don't want people to get burnt out on us or 
anything. 
How did your sound evolve? It's pretty 
unique. 
Paul-Thankyou. Well we did the speed 
metal thing and so there's still that element 
of the band and, not to criticize other horn 
bands, but rather than going for the straight 
dance barf type thing we stick a lot to the 
harder stuff. Really, to us we don't have a 
horn section as much as we have guys who 
play horns and work with what we do on 
guitar. 
It sounds like the horns really comple-
ment the music rather than dominate it. 
Paul - I think that when we need to really 
reel back and have the power they add a lot. 
Rather than having the horns do shots like 
a lot ofbands do, we have the guitars doing 
shots and the horns are doing a lot of the 
melodies. Itkind ofgives it a different feel. 
We didn't do it intentionally though, it just 
turned out that way. Yeah we're not smart 
enough to do it on purpose. . . . Well they 
are. (Points to two of the horn players) 
Mark - They're like musical geniuses. 
Well, one of 'ems dumber than a stump 
(laughs). 
Which one's that? 
Paul - No comment. 
Mark - Two of 'em are like some of the 
best musicians I've ever met. 
Paul - There's a lot of theory that those 
guys know which I ... (Overhearing the con-
versation an anonymous horn player ap-
proaching) 
Mark - Get out of here! 
Horn player to remain un-named - What 
are you saying about me?! (All laugh) 
What are you saying? What did they say? 
Is it him? (Laughs, followed by a long 
silence and grins. The horn player leaves 
and Mark gets up to get something from the 
"buffet" table. After listening to his 
bandmates' catering requests the guys tell 
him to just roll the whole damn cart over.) 
Is songwriting a collaborative effort? 
Paul - Yeah, everybody really adds their 
two cents worth. 
How do white boys from Idaho get so 
funky? 
Paul - I don'tknow, listen to a lot of black 
music. Alotofrhythm music. Alotofrap. 
Who are some of your biggest influ-
ences? 
Paul - For me, Jane's Addiction, Public 
Enemy, Fishbone is one of the big ones. 
Mark - ABBA. 
Paul - Yeah, 
Greg - ABBA's our favorite right now. 
Are you going to do any covers? 
Paul - Well I'd like to but we'll see what 
happens. 
Greg - Voulez vouz, uh huh. 
Paul - In my book it goes the Beatles and 
then ABBA . . . Ijust think they're the shit. 
Mark - (finishing off the last of his box of 
Cracker Jacks and finding the prize at the 
bottom)Wade Boggs! Anyone wanna Wade 
Boggs card? (No takers) 
So is there anything else you'd like to 
add? Anythingyou want UPS students to 
know? 
Paul - Give us a chance . . .yeah just tell 
the UPS students that we're a bunch of 
geeks from Idaho but give us a chance 
anyway. 
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Two, count them 
recor ret?(ew's.... 
two, above average albums thi's week 
By Kai Elgethun 
Music Reviewer 
RATING SYSTEM 
1 - Schmidt 
2 - Bud 
3 - Henry Weinhard's 
4- Full Sail Ale 
5 - Pete's Wicked Ale 
The Jayhawks: Hollywood Town Hall 
(Def American) 
Who? A country-rock band from Minne-
apolis. I don't like country. Naturally, one 
might be bracing one's self for a 
lambastment of this album and this genre, 
given my usual progressive inclinations. I 
was truly convinced I didn't like country-
until I heard this album. Maybe it's the 
great harmonies. Maybe it's because they 
sound at times like early Neil Young, and at 
other times like an Americanized version of 
World Party. Maybe it's even because they 
don'tresemblecheesy rhinestone cowboys. 
Whatever thereason, I like themusic. These 
four hip-looking Midwest bohemian guys 
serve up soothing mellow tunes complete 
with soulful harmonica and organ accom-
paniment. These songs feel like they were 
written while listening to winter winds blow 
outside. The few rocking tunes are great, 
too. With one indy release (on Twin Tone), 
thisband sounds well-polishedon this, their 
second release (on major label Def Amen- 
can). The Black Crowes took off towards 
stardom after being signed to this same 
label. Who knows? This could be the 
surprise hit of the year. Recommended for 
any fan of Neil Young, the Eagles or Mm-
nesota. 
RATING: Full Sail Ale 
The Sundays: Blind (DGC) 
Part of me wanted this to sound exactly  
like Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic, the 
Sundays' 1990 debut. Another part of me 
wanted it to be different so that it would be 
worth owning both on CD. Well, I am 
happy to report a compromise. While more 
diverse than the first album, Blind retains 
the unique sound that has made Reading 
my #1 pick for rainy day listening. Lush, 
jangling guitars that quietly compliment 
Harriet Wheeler's brilliant vocals and droll 
lyrics—these qualities are consistent on 
both albums. The difference this time is 
that every song does not sound the same. 
Acoustic guitar throughout on one song, 
and a drum into on another are two ex-
amples of the band mixing up their sound a 
bit. The Sundays have established their 
unique, subtleBnitish sound, and as a whole, 
this album reiterates this. Maybe it has 
something to do with our similar climates, 
but this album sounds like it was written for 
a typicalNorthwest day. I guess I'll have to 
buy it on CD. If you liked Reading, Writ-
ing, andArith,netic, you'll like Blind. 
RATING: Full Sail Ale 
Star Harrison Ford (left) and director Ridley Scott on the set ofBlade Runner. Many 
involved in production ofthefilm say making it was an extremely stressful experience. 
rhythm, and dance guarantee that you will 
not be disappointed. 
The Bathhouse production of Love's 
Labours Lost sparkles with the inventive- 
I search each time in vain to 
find a weak spot in Bath- 
house productions. 
ness of the director and the cast. While 
Ellen BOyle, David White, David Scully 
perform excellently in the principal roles 
ofRosaline, King Ferdinand, and Berowne 
respectively, this comedy also allows many 
of the minor characters to shine. Costard 
(Timothy Hyland) makes theaudience mar 
with his myriad antics, and Ivars Mikelson 
is blustery, romantic and crazed as Don 
Armado, the Spanish King. While person-
ally I feel that these actors adds the most to 
their parts, the entire cast is so dynamic and 
effective that I search each time in vain to 
find a weak spot in Bathhouse produc- 
lions, much to the credit of the director, 
Arne Zaslove. 
The clever and functional sets, designed 
by Kathryn Rathke, reach out to involve the 
audience. A rope knot tree serves inge-
niously well in the eavesdropping scenes of 
unsuspecting characters in the play. The 
setsacquire farless festivetones inZaslove's 
shocking and meaningful epilogue to the 
play. 
Starting this weekend, they will no longer 
be performing at the Bathhouse on Green 
Lake. Rather, you can watch them perform 
at the Moore Theatre (2nd & Virginia in 
Seattle) for $8 on Fri., Nov 6 at 8:00 p.m., 
Sat., Nov. 7 at 2:00 p.m. and again at 
8:00p.m. 
It's too late to see LLL at the Bathhouse, 
but with great confidence in their produc-
tions, I would highly recommend catching 
one of the upcoming productions. They 
include The BigBroadcast, a nostalgic rec-
reation of early radio in America, and The 
Legend ofSaint Nicholas. Call 524-9108 
for tickets and info. 
Musician: ( can py a 
guitar with my toes 
(E) 
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Scott's or 'iginal 'Blade Runner ' 
 better wl'thout overdub 
[JBy Sundown Stauffer 
Staff Writer 
When the original Blade Runner came out 
in 1982 it was hailed as a technical master-
piece, offering a horribly dark vision of the 
near future, where immense multinational 
corporations held sway over entire popula-
. tions and the sprawling megalopolis of Los 
Angeles was a decaying firepit. Keep in 
mind, this was but a few years after Star 
Wars came out, and the sci-fi and fantasy 
industry, particularly the movie industry, 
was reeling on apower kick like it hadn't felt 
for twenty years, like a solid white cocaine 
rush blasting everybody's imaginations so 
far ahead, there wouldn't be any sort of 
introspection until the late eighties. This 
was power-trip time for the sci-fi movie biz, 
and Blade Runner was a solid kick in the 
head for a lot of people. The movie offered 
stunning visuals, and its story line was some-
thing new and fresh in a time where there 
were literally dozens of cheap space flicks 
coming out. Hell, Blade Runner launched a 
whole new genre of sci-fi, and nobody ever 
made a film quite like it after that. 
Now director Ridley Scott has re-released 
the cyberpunk epic, and it shines even darker 
than ever before. Think of it as a hallucino-
genic road trip down Disneyworld's Space 
Mountain, but after 80,000 tourists have 
vomited in it. If that's a bit too far gone for 
you, just picture the opening scene: The 
famous LA cityscape spans the length of the 
screen, but the usually opaque layer of smog 
is now a solid resin of pollutants against the 
horizon. Chemical plants send off huge jets 
of flame and toxic smoke from stacks so 
high they can't be seen from the ground. 
Neon is the dominating motif. Giant video 
screen geishas advertise products, while a 
pulsating Coke ad covers entire buildings. 
Scott spends a great more time giving us  
visual snapshots of the hell that into which 
the world has evolved. It's bigger, brighter, 
and more deadly than ever before. 
Scott doesn't dwell on the dystopian as-
pects however; he hovers over the city for 
an introductory moment, and then slams 
into overdrive to tell the story. This is 
something that separates Blade Runner 
from James Cameron's rather pretentious 
Terminator 2, which, while also possess-
ing an image of a hellish future, tries too 
hard to be social commentary, and comes 
off as strained and didactic, its action-
packed elements at odds with its moral 
elements. The new Blade Runner doesn't 
fall into that trap. For one thing, it elimi-
nates the cheesy voice-over of Harrison 
Ford. The film, with its crime-filled city 
environs and it's anti-hero comes off very 
reminiscent of the hard-boiled underground  
detective stories of the forties, such as 
Mickey Spillaine's Mike Hammer. But 
there's sort of a stale fartiness that comes 
about with the techno-Sam Spade stereo-
type, and Scott manages to avoid that by 
cutting out the voice-over and focusing 
more on the subplot, rather than just on the 
main character. By taking us out of the 
protagonist's head, we get an external view 
of the film, which is more revealing and 
effective. 
The story, for those of you who haven't 
seen the film, is as follows: Harrison Ford 
plays a retired specialist cop. His special 
unit, comprised of cops known as Blade 
Runners, was in charge of hunting down 
and killing slave androids, genetically su-
perior human prototypes, known as 
'replicants.' The replicants are manufac-
tured by a gigantic corporation for jobs in  
space andelsewhere that are too dangerous 
for humans, but suited to replicants be-
cause of their superior strength and re-
flexes. To prevent self-independence and 
rebellion from occurring, the replicants 
have a preset life span of four years. 
A group of four replicants, headed by 
Rutger Hauer, have commandeered a 
shuttle and escaped to earth. Harrison Ford, 
a retired Blade Runner, is contacted and 
pressured into the assassination of the four 
replicants. Along the way, he is introduced 
to a seductive experimental replicant, 
played by Sean Young. She is beautiful 
and sensual, with a fully human memory 
and gentleness, a contrast to the violent 
Rutger Hauer. Gradually, it becomes ap-
parent thatwhat the band of rebel zeplicants 
are searching for is a longerlife, which can 
only be given them by the parent corpora-
don that created them. One by one, Ford 
hunts down and eliminates the four 
replicants, while gradually falling in love 
with Sean Young. Ford, at the end of the 
film,runsaway with Young, with the words, 
"It's too bad she won't live," hanging over 
his head. This is a bleak change from the 
original, relatively happy ending. 
The film probes several questions about 
the nature of man's responsibility for his 
creation. The replicants are treated as inhu-
man slaves, and there is a stark combina-
tion of love and hate that emerges, such as 
in a scene where Rutger l-Iauer, after learn-
ing that it is genetically impossible to 
lengthen his life span, murders his design 
"father," his face a contortion of tears and 
killing joy. The film compares humans to 
their creations; the replicants are fiery and 
beautiful, the proverbial candle that burns 
brightest and for the least time. The fall of 
idealism is another idea which is explored, 
as Harrison Ford, an utterly human charac- 
see BLADE RUNNER page 7 
Loves Labours Lost ' does not disappoint 
Fir DISHWASHER NEEDED BASKETBALL SCOREKEEPERS 
NEEDED Monday through Friday 	 ior ti'e Metropolitan Park District of 
Please Apply at Desserts & Co. Tacorna,bothyouthandadultprograms. 
2511 N. Proctor 	 $5/game. 591-5303 (call prior to Nov. 10) 
FOR RENT 	 THINK BIG 	 r3-bedroom, newly remodelled 	 17OO hoIhis 	 have 4-year college deg be bilingual 
	
kitchen, clean, 3222 N. 20th - 	 '4' ,,C 	
./Korean,hawgoodtyping/computer 
$1,000, Call Tony collect 	 JuanteeU 	 WordPerf.5.1).Good comm. skills, prof.
at 0-206-941-9544 	 1-800-377-2853 	 aranceamust. call Aishort,588-2828. 
iBy Heidi Reichlin 
Staff Writer 
There are two approaches to performing 
Shakespeare. There's the BBC approach, 
i.e. performing it as if it were an artistic 
masterpiece to be placed on the mantlepiece 
and dusted from time to time. Then, there's 
the Bathhouse method: inspiring 400 year-
old plays with new life and personalizing 
them, without sacrificing their classic ap-
peal. 
In Love's Labours Lost, Shakespeare's 
play about a play on words, King Ferdinand 
and his three student followers resolve to 
give up women and live on simple rations 
for three years within his castle walls. This 
resolution does not last long, for soon they 
are entertaining four women at court, under 
the auspices ofbusiness matters, and falling 
in love. 
One of Shakespeare's earliest comedies, 
Love's Labours Lost focuses on the enter-
tainment which may be derived from verbal 
wit and meter. The smitten men engage in 
the melodrama of love poetry and songs, 
while members of and visitors to their court 
use and abuse words and their meanings to 
the ridicule of themselves and to the superb 
enjoyment of the audience. Traditional 
Shakespearean elements such as mistaken 
identities, plays within plays, singing, 
Pick up your 
Campus Leader application 
at the Info Center 
. 	 Today! 
ORIENTATION 
LEADER POSiTIONS 
are now available 
Don't Miss Out... 
. . .new friends 
. . .leadership training 
. . .campus involvement 
Applications due Fiiday, Nov. 6 
Call Melissa at x3365 
or stop by SUB 209 
for more information. 
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Lanalow Haunted House.I 	 BLADE RUNNER from page 6 PEOPLE from page 2 
A raI horror story 
iBy Sundown Stauffer 
Survivor 
For three weeks, others more stalwart 
than I planned a Haunted House that took 
place on Halloween night. 
The planning commission consisted of 
Syd Van Atta, the Langlow RA, and resi-
dents All Gilplin, Tristin Sale, Damien 
Chua, Steve Wills, and a few other odd 
souls. Among their duties were planning 
the damned thing ("Is it all right if we use 
your room as a volcano?"), getting people 
to work ("You'd better do something, or 
else you'll be the one sacrificed to the 
jungle god!"), and spraying the all impor-
taft fire retardant on the curtains, in case 
they suddenly chose to spontaneously com-
bust. 
There were only a few minor problems. 
For one thing, we had a rather slow time 
getting started. We had planned to begin 
the event by having a little party for some 
of the Kids Can Do kids. This would have 
been fine, but setting up the house took 
longer than we thought, and we suddenly 
found ourselves with about 15 minutes 
before the kids would arrive, the house 
only partially set up, and almost nothing 
for the kids to have as Halloween cos-
tumes. So, Steve Wills (fully decked out in 
regulation Star Trek uniform) and myself 
scurried off to Top Foods and returned with 
$30 worth of candy, just in time. 
The house began in our dining room. 
Geoff Bateman, acting as a ghoul-visaged 
guide met people in the first room, where a 
gory feast was taking place. Damien Chua, 
lying in a pool of blood, offered grisly 
meals out of his legs, while spaghetti-guts 
emerged from his entrails. 
Next up was a deserted space ship, all 
bedecked with tin foil by captain Steve 
Wills. A short homemade video in the 
tradition of Aliens was played, complete 
with a shaking camera and apple-biting 
used as a substitute for the sounds of fuzzy 
aliens munching on human flesh. 
The unsuspecting visitor was led then into 
a mysterious gypsy parlor, with Jennifer 
Bohn as the gypsy. Bohn did a sudden death 
scene, with an occasional Tarot reading. 
Next, the visitor was led upstairs into a 
creepy, vine-covered hallway with dim-
lights. Those who dared creep along the 
passage were rewarded with the sight of 
junglesavageJosh McEwen, who sacrificed 
Ali Gilplin. "It was pretty scary," said 
McKuen, "I had some kids turn around and 
leave as soon as they got up." 
Coming down the stairs, the visitors found 
themselves in almost total darkness, brought 
to life by a number of glowing stars that 
lined the walls, shining under a black light. 
What they didn'tknow was thatthe group of 
Navin Rao, Laura Hunter, Mark Mitchell, 
Amy Adams, and Tristin Sale were waiting, 
dressed all in black, like glow-in-the-dark 
beatniks. Suddenly, they would jump out 
And scare the bejeezus, out of whoever was 
there. 
Continuing on down to the basement, the 
intrepid visitor was met by a large sign, 
yellow letters on black, saying, "ABAN-
DON ALL HOPE, YE WHO ENTER 
HERE." Very Dante-esque. A fanged yam-
pire, played chillingly by Greyson from the 
theatre deportment welcomed visitors to the 
Dungeon. Therm, i helped play Out a truly 
horrific scene involving a grisly leg of cow, 
several knives, various strewn body pans, a 
noose, a guillotine, and pumpkin innards 
sprayed everywhere. It wasn't pretty. 
All in all, the evening was a success. We 
made almost $400, all of which went to Kids 
Can Do. For some people it was more fun 
than others. On one hand, it's kind of fun 
jumping out and scaring people. On the 
other hand, it's not fun to be stuck in a hot, 
sweaty costume for six hours, or imagine 
Damien, sitting for six hours in a pool of 
slimy food, or me, crouching in the base-
ment with my hands thick with meat gristle, 
in a sea of pumpkin guts. The horror, oh the 
horror...  
ter, wanders a decadent underworld that is 
both grand and decayed. There are a num-
her of subtle nuances throughout the play, 
echoing back to Greco-Roman ideas of the 
perfect hero, the godlike state. It makes 
sense; the film is a distortion ofthe earliest 
society that hails from society's end. There 
are moments of beauty, and incomparable 
sadness, such as when RutgerHauer speaks, 
just a few moments before his death, "I've 
seen such things..." and he describes mo-
ments in his short and lonely life, sights in 
the vastness ofspace, things thatremind us 
of our own humanity, and our isolation in 
the universe. "All these moments will be 
lost...like tears in the rain." 
The film asks thequestion, can our inven-
tion save us, or will it destroy us? But it 
offers no answers. Ridley Scott's revision 
of the original makes it a deeper story, one 
more focused on the sociological impact of 
Philip K. Dick's original story, Do An-
droids Dream ofElectric Sheep? It makes 
a starker impression, but a realistic one. 
This is a vision of the future which is not 
separate from us, but could be here tomor-
row, and in some ways, is already present. 
The mostdepressing thing about the movie 
was that, driving home at night, Tacoma 
looked frighteningly similar to the bleak 
Cityscapes that Scott presented. It really 
isn't that far off. In addition to being enter-
taming, the film asks us questions that 
don't answer easily, if at all.  
mental resource." 
To Mike Sato, communication director 
forthegroup, Puget Sound is more than just 
a tourist attraction, it is a symbol of life in 
the Northwest—a symbol that is dying a 
slow death as far as he's concerned. 
"For a lotofpeople Puget Sound is a ferry 
ride or something you see from the top of a 
hill," says Sato. "The Sound still looks nice; 
it's what is in the water that's a sign that 
things are not well. The water is getting 
worse and worse." 
People for Puget Sound has only been 
around since last December, but has al-
ready carried out several community 
projects. Accomplishments in their past 
year of operation include a public educa-
tion campaign in both print and broadcast 
media, organizing the first annual Puget 
Sound Lobby Day during the 1992 legisla-
tive session, cooperation with Canada in 
establishing strategies for protecting the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca and involvement in 
the 1992 elections. 
"We're involved politically but not in a 
partisan fashion," Sato says. Their main 
objective is togetPugetSound issues on the 
political agenda and into public conscious-
ness. 
People for Puget Sound plans another 
Puget Sound Lobby Day in February. Sato 
emphasized the impact ofsuch a grassroots 
effort. Last year over 100 people partici-
pated in the Lobby Day gaining significant 
support from this state's politicians. 
Endorsed and funded by over seventy 
organizations and businesses in the Puget 
Soundregion including the BullittFounda-
Lion, National Audubon Society, Puget 
Sound Bank, Sierra Club of Seattle and the 
Washington Environmental Council, People 
for Puget Sound is a non- profit organiza-
tion. 
The group is hosting a benefit concert in 
conjunction with Citizens for a Healthy 
Bay, The Nature Center at Snake Lake and 
Victory music. Local musicians and 
songwriters Bill Davie and David Roberts 
will perform attheAntique Sandwich Corn-
pany at 7:00 pm on November 7. Admis-
sion is a $6 donation which includes mem-
bership in People for Puget Sound. 
For more information on People for Puget 
Sound call 1-800-PEOPLE2. 
Fa I I 
assic 
When the weather turns chilly, it's still 
Birkenstock® time. Add a pair of your 
favorite socks and let the Original 
Contoured Footbed 
. 	 support and cradle 
: : 	 • 	 your feet. 
I 
GREEK EXCHANGE REGISTRATION FORM 
WHAT IT IS: Starting on November 14th, UPS is hosting an exchange 
with colleges throughout the Northwest. There will be a series of 
workshops throughout the day, breakfast and lunch, and a Battle of the 
Bands. Everyone is invited, Greek or non-Greek. We would love to see 
you there. 
THE COST: Registration is $5 for UPS students. This includes the 
workshops and meals. T-shirts will be an additional $7.50. The Campus Band 
Showcase will cost an item of clothing or nonpenshabele food. If you come 
emptyhanded it will cost $1. Proceeds go to charity. 
Name: 
V 4cBeff kcha—MEWIE A 
Open Thurs. and Fri. 
"Til 8:00 pm 
L•CM MEINCE M E147 4IA:Yij 
572-8908 	 2301 6th Ave. 
Hours: 	 Tacoma 
Mon-Wed. 10-6 
	 ________________ 	 I-I 
Thurs. & Fri.1O-8 	 CEOEMPANY: II 
	
IJOcKSwSt 
Sat.1O-5 	 of pagu 
Sun. 12-5 	 The liIenod Shoppe 
Phone Orders Welcome 
	 Licensed Dealer 	 We Ship UPS 
Address: 
Phone Number: 
T-shirt: Yes or No (Please circle one) 
Amount enclosed: 
Please give registration forms and check payable to IFC or Panhellenic 
to Residential Programs 
7 
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Add jazz, metal and funk to create the SFW 
iBy Alison De La Cruz 	 SFW combinesjazz, metal, and funk with asked whether or not they were looking I 
Staff Writer 	 a little bit ofirumpet on the side. Their first 	 make a career out of their music, Lul 
"It was kind of a joke between us," said 
bass player Chris Rafoth. It being the name, 
Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse. The name 
began with two friends, Chris Rafoth and 
Luke Miller, lead singer, keyboards and 
trumpet. The, band Spontaneous Funk 
Whorehouse emerged with two more 
friends, Nabil Ayers, guitar, and Jason 
Livermore, drums. Theband didn'tjustpop 
up overnight; Nabil and Luke, roommates 
during their freshman year, shared similar 
tastes in music. Chris lived one floor above 
them and often ended up in their mom 
because he was bored. Jason prefers to 
think that the band began because they all 
just "started off liking to play." 
In thebeginning SFWmostlyplayed"cov-
ers" (songs by other artists) but as time 
went on, the group decided that original 
songs would work best. Luke, who writes 
most of the lyrics, said,"I don't write for a 
song, but my personal experiences come 
into my music."  
album, Uncle Froglip, includes their songs: 
"Escape," "Jazz Band Hell Fury" and "Tear 
Away." "Tear Away"s lyrics include: 
"Looking for another ride, A roller coaster 
i s n ' t 
	
what I am." The different 
styles and influences of music are apparent 
and refreshing in their songs. 
All four members are seniors, each with 
his own goals. Nabil is a communication 
major, Jason a marketing major, and Chris 
and Luke are both biology majors. When  
responded, "We're not going top out of 
school (to pursue our music)." 
"But if a record company called us tomor-
row we would sign," Jason added. 
Although no record company has called 
SFW yet, they have taken matters into their 
own hands and pockets. Their first album, 
was paid for out of their own pockets. They 
are selling their tapes for $5 each. "With the 
money we make from our first set of tapes 
we can go back in the studio and record a 
CD," Nabil reflected. Until that time SFW 
will continue to cruise the club scenes, as 
well as get engagements here on campus. 
On December 8, SFW will play at the Red 
Roof Pub. 
"Hopefully," Nabil said, "if we getalarge 
audience (in December), then we can open 
up for Black Happy in January." In the near 
future however, you can see Spontaneous 
Funk Whorehouse Thursday, November 5, 
in the Pizza Cellar at 10pm. Since it is a free 
show, take a study break and check them 
out! 
"1 
The Undecided are Mike Tierney, Ned Brown, 
Heidi Morton, Dave Watson, Andrew Tocher, Pat Roduin, and John Tocher are the 
Riverbottom Nightmare Band. Not pictured: Ian Cohen and Erik Lilja. 
By Jeff Hoerl 
Features Assistant 
"We had a spiritual experience in New 
Orleans," declared lead singer Pat Roduin 
as he fiddled with the buttons on his vest. 
"We were at this bar and there was an 
amazing rhythm and blues band playing. It 
really inspired John, and the idea of the 
band sort of germinated from there." 
"Rhythm and blues has always been en-
joyable in performance- it's not really a 
radio thing." Even though the small mom 
in the music building I heard them practic-
ing in certainly lacks the charm of New 
Orleans; his point was made. I would never 
sit around my room and listen to R&B on 
my stereo, but seeing it performed is really 
an experience. Compared to most music on 
the radio, it is a much more complete sound 
thai: you can't help getting into. 
Pat, who makes a picturesque front man 
in his glasses, tie, vest and rolled sleeves, is 
accompanied by Andrew Tocher on tenor 
saxophone and Dave Watson on trumpet. 
Even though Dave couldn't make it to this 
practice, I got the impression of an almost 
question-answer relationship between 
C') Dave's trumpet and the vocals that blend 
- together throughoutsongs like"Soul Man." 
Complimenting both is a tight rhythm see-
tion, with Ian Cohen on lead guitar, John 
i• Tocher on bass, Heidi Morton on rhythm 
guitar and Erik Lilja on drums. It was 
almost hard to believe a band that large 
could play so cohesively after only a month 
and a half together. 
Andrew said the band formed "from an 
R&B inspiration, everything came together 
fairly quickly." The band does mostly 
covers from old R&B stuff like George 
Thorogood, Wilson Pickett, including a 
little Tom Waits. Pat told me that they 
wanted to start with some of the well-
known stuff and get into more hard-core 
blues, maybe experimenting with "adapt-
ing some old sixties music into rhythm & 
blues." Andrew added that they picked the 
songs they did because "they are just good 
songs to perform." The selections reminded 
me of the kind of stuff played in The 
Commitments. They areveiy different from, 
as Patput it, "that heavy, grungy guitar that 
is so popular right now." 
When askedhow they see themselves, Pat 
replied, "Huge, flamingly popular. Just 
kidding. We're mostly a working band. 
We hope to play in some bars, eventually 
branching out into some original stuff." 
Andrew agreed, saying, "We're really not 
geared towards recording." 
Heidi believes that the real strength of the 
band is that "we all have warped senses of 
humor." The name of the band might be an 
example. It is from an old Muppet special 
called "Emmett Otter's Jugband Christ-
mas." TheRiverbottom Nightmare Band is 
the heavy metal nemesis ofEmmettand his 
cute little pals, and consists of snakes and 
other reptiles. 
"I liked the idea of the snakes," Pat says, 
laughing. "They weren't the cute fuzzies." 
John added,"The clincher of the decision to 
name the band was that the anagram was 
The Riverbottom Nightmare Bo 
lie Ledbeiter, Brian Best, Amber Hough, and Drew Meyer. 
Id: The R&B alternative to grunge 
At apractice session in the Music Building, Dave Watsonpractices his trumpetpartfor the 
upcoming band showcase on Nov. 14 in the Great Hail. 
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Fromling of Fire'tolnomaka': An 
interview with The Undecided 
(By Katharine Dvorak 	 about playing in the group. So it was the guys who asked me. 
Features Editor  
Their weakness, according to Andrew, is 
that "we can't dance." John thought the 
problem was more generally that "we're all 
white and middle class." 
Th hnd pim'i1 onr11v rhnreA nnrl 
Since their debut at Songfest '91 where 
they performed their version of Johnny 
Cash's "Ring of Fire" to their most recent 
success as the opening band at Rock the 
Green Vote, The Undecided has proven to 
be one of UPS's up and coming bands. 
When Drew Meyer, the band's electric gui-
tarist, invited me to come to one of their 
practice sessions, as ahugealternative music 
fan Ijumped at the chance to talk with the 
group. I spent three hours talking with the 
six members and watching them practice, 
feeling like a fan at her own private concert. 
With Mike Tiemey on lead vocals, Ned 
Brown on keyboard, 
Drew Meyer on gui- 
tar, Amber Hough on 
bass,WayneLedbetter 	 If you 
on sax, and Brian Best 
on drums, The Unde- 
	 onvth 
cided has already 	 I 
started to make its 
mark 	 I 
When and how did 
the band form? 
Ned- We decided to 
get together last year. 
At first it started with 
Wayne, Mike. Brian 
and another guy, Sean 
Murphy. The three of 
them tried to get aTodd 
Hall band started for 
Songfest last year. 
Mike was my room-
mate, so that's how I 
joined the group, anda 
guy by the name of 
Ryan Packer also 
joined. We were all 
from Todd Hall. 
Wayne - Second 
floor. 
Why did you name 
the group 'The Unde-
cided'? 
Ned- It's really kind 
of funny how the group 
was named. we had to 
putdown the name of our group for Songfest 
last year, but we didn't have one yet. So we 
put down "undecided." The next thing we 
knew our name was up on the stage as "The 
Undecided." So we thought, "Cool. Our 
name will be The Undecided." We then 
played "Ring of Fire" and won some type of 
honorable mention award. 
Mike - For most bitchin' sax solo, or 
something like that. 
What happened to the original band 
members? When did the current band 
form? 
Wayne - Right after Songfest Ryan came 
on and was with us for the rest of the year, 
since November, I think. 
Brian 
- We all stuck it out and then Sean 
and Ryan left. 
Wayne 
- So we put up flyers around 
campus saying that we are The Undecided 
and we're looking for a guitarist. That's 
how we picked up Drew. 
Drew - I was playing with a bunch of guys 
from Sigma Chi but they weren't into it as 
much as I was. I wanted to play more and 
get better fast, so I called these guys up. 
AndAmber, how did you join the group? 
Amber - When they first thought that 
Sean was going to leave at the beginning of 
spring semester the guys approached me 
How would you describe the type of 
music you perform? 
Wayne - Undecided. 
Mike - Yeah, there you go. 
Brian- We play a lot of cover songs and 
some new originals. 
Amber - But we're trying to phase out the 
cover songs and phase in our own stuff. 
Right now we're still stuck with covers. 
Wayne-We're stuck with poor origionals, 
too. 
Mike- What?! Poor? 
Wayne- Well, poorer thatn what we've 
done before. 
Brian - One of the things we're very 
much thinking about 
is that, yeah, it's cool 
to play covers, but 
we're also really 
concentrating on ny-
ing to getaway from 
being "undecided" 
[in music style]. I 
mean, we'll always 
have our diversified 
interests. Everybody 
here is different. 
Ned's a reggae fan; 
Wayne's a Kenny G 
fan; Mike's an alter-
native fan. (He looks 
at Drew.) 
Drew - Ilikeclas-
sic rock. 
Brian -And I'ma 
U2 fan. 
Mike (Looks at 
Amber) - And what 
do you like, Amber? 
Amber - I like ev-
erything. 
Brian - So there's 
a lot of diversity. 
And since we play 
together and have 
been forabouta year 
now, I think we are 
coming togetherand 
realizing what kind 
of style we want to 
play. We haveasong 
called "Imamaka" 
that is kind of starting to define our style. 
What does 'Inamaka' mean? 
Drew - Itstands for "Mother Earth" in the 
Sioux language. 
Ned - I think it is a good way to defme our 
music style and our philosophy on the di-
versity of music. I feel that if you can play 
anything, from classical to jazz to old rock 
to reggae to Nirvana, that means you have 
a feel for music in general and you're going 
to gel more as a group. You'll also be able 
to find your own style a lot easier. You can 
pick an element of music up in every style 
there is. Something I've always wanted to 
do was form funk, blues, and reggae. In a 
way Imamaka has a sort ofblues style to it. 
Brian - It's a compilation of many as-
pects. It's a smear of many things. 
Ned - If we can effectively pull that out 
we will have developed a style that isn't 
even part of the grunge scene in Seattle. It 
would be a lot different. 
Amber - We kind of stuck out the other 
night [at Rock the Green Vote]. When we 
were backstage it was kind of funny be-
cause all of the other bands were your 
typical, close your eyes, describe your typi-
cal grunge band, open your eyes and there 
they were. Everyone was so stereotypical. 
see UNDECIDED page 10 
easygoing, taking the music seriously, but 
not themselves. Their next performance 
will be in the Great Hall with The Unde-
cided and Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse 
on November 14. If you like classic R&B 
QfflGQ vnii'lI Want tC% cpp. nn P N T ntr 
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UNDECIDED from page 9 
Ned- The Hungry Crocs had a grunge-rap 
kind of sound. 
Wayne 
- And Sadhappy was your typical 
non-vocal grunge. 
Mike 
- And Chubby Children, who knows 
what they were. 
Since you play a lot of cover songs, how 
do you decide which songs to perform? 
Drew- People who wanted to do certain 
music just spoke up. 
Wayne 
- But this year we got together and 
decided on which songs we all wanted to 
do, and we asked each other, "Are you able 
to do that?" and as far as which songs fit into 
Mike's range. 
Amber - Which is pretty amazing. 
Mike (teasing) - Stop! You're making me 
blush. 
Brian- We also have an ancient 1980's 
music cover-style. 
Ned - But I like the '80's. 
Brian 
- And I think people respond a lot 
better to those songs. I think everyone here 
would agree that we play to the crowd. We 
play much better if the crowd is into the 
songs. If we're playing somewhere where 
there is not going to be a lot of crowd 
participation, most of our music would fail. 
I mean, most of them would not necessarily 
fail, but.... 
Ned 
- They wouldn't have much of a bite 
to them. 
Brian - Yeah. 
Who do you view as your audience? 
Amber 
- Right now the UPS students. 
Brian 
- But we're trying to diversify our 
listeners. 
Ned - What I was thinking is that if we 
could get a good demo tape out we could 
send it to local places and start spreading 
out. Maybe even take a shot down in Port-
land and in Seattle. 
Mike (Eyes wide, taken aback) - Port-
land?! 
Wayne 
- Well you're thinking a little 
higher than I was. I was thinking about the 
entire campus, maybe Magoo's.... 
Amber 
- We have to think big! 
Where do you find your inspiration? 
Were you inspired by anything or anyone 
in particular? 
Wayne - U2. Defmitely U2. 
Ned-Ithinkthethingwithu2istheir 
dynamic build and simplicity. 
Drew 
- Also because of the guitar. There 
are a lot of electronics in the music. 
Ned 
- Yeah, and it's also because of their 
philosophy. It's simple music that has an 
emotion, a power. 
Amber 
- That's why when we play U2 we 
usually have the lights off. 
Ned 
- You could seriously play a song 
with one chord, and that's it. If you had an 
incredible melody and an incredible build 
then thatwouldcany thesong. You wouldn't 
need anything else. And that's really what 
U2 does to pull it off. 
Wayne 
- One of the biggest things for 
bands is the dynamic build. We kind of start 
off in one volume and then bring it down a 
little bit, still keeping it intense. 
Ned- And we do things to keep it intense, 
like with Mike and his vocals. He will build 
the intensity so that the audience can feel it 
also. 
Brian 
- One of the big things that makes 
this band standout a little is Mike's voice. 
If you look at bands that make it, they 
always have a distinct voice. I think Mike 
has a very distinct voice, a very powerful 
voice, a very intense voice. It's almost an 
Eddie Vedder voice. I think that makes our 
band more intense. 
Ned - It establishes our sound. 
Mike - After Songfest this year people did 
say that I sound a lot like Eddie Vedder 
from Pearl Jam. They said I don't sound 
like Bono, but more like Vedder, which is 
fine with me. 
Ned 
- I think the other thing too is if you 
dissected our group, Mike has a distinct 
voice, which is what people hear and what 
people listen to. Most normal listeners will 
hear the voice and the lyrics and that's it. 
But our drummer also has an incredibly 
distinct style. I've never heard anyone drum 
like Brian. 
Wayne 
- Like Ned was saying before, we 
are all distinct in our own 
way and have our own 
background. Ned with 
the keyboard is really 
progressive and unique 
as faras his reggae-form. 
Ned - Everyone has a 
unique sound of his own 
and it all molds together 
to form our own band 
sound. 
What do youfeelis the 
campus' reaction to stu-
dent bands, both from a 
student's perspective 
and the perspective of 
the administration? 
Drew - I've been get-
ting some good feed- 
bak even thniih I 
haven't been with the 
band long. 
Wayne 
- But I think they're underappre-
elated sometimes. 
Mike - With the administration and ev-
erything I think for the most part they're 
pretty supportive. But then in other ways 
they frown upon it. Like with practicing. 
We had a hell of a time last year trying to 
find facilities to practice in. We would 
always come here [to the music building] 
but then we would always have to compete 
with upstairs. We can hear them practicing 
and they can hearus. This yearwe first went 
to Ned's house butit bothered the next door 
neighbor. Then we went tomy house but it 
was difficult because the only time we 
could find time to practice that fit with 
everyone's schedules was Sunday after-
noons, but that's usually homework time 
for most people. Every rafter in the whole 
damn house would be shaking when we 
would practice, and that distarbed every-
one where I live. So we decided to come 
back here, late in the evenings. 
Brian 
- So now people going to the library 
can hear us and they sometimes stop and 
look in the windows. That helps us to prac-
tice because when we know people are 
watching itpumps us upmore. We show off 
and get a lot more done. 
Amber 
- Like a few weeks ago when we 
were about to finish two freshman girls  
came up and we ended up playing for an-
other 45 minutes. 
Mike - With the lights off. 
Amber - And we never stopped playing. 
We just went from song to song. The girls 
ended up leaving but we didn't notice until 
we had been playing for a while. 
Mike - Our normal practices are usually 
low-keyed and sub- 
dued, but sometimes 
with raised tempers 
and anger. too. 
You have already 
sto,rtedtomakea name 
for yourself on cam-
pus. To who or what 
do you credit this 
popularity? 
Drew - Iknow. I can't 
believe it. We play one 
song [at Songfest '92] 
and we get announced 
on The End [for Rock 
the Green Vote]. I was 
going nuts. 
Amber - We publi-
cize for one thing. 
Wayne - I think the 
biggestreason we have 
a big crowd is because we do publicize. For 
the Green Vote concert Ned and I put flyers 
amund the entire campus. We took them to 
the library, the residence halls, slid them 
underneath doors and put them on cars. We 
make sure that people know when we are 
going to play. 
Mike - What I found is that you have to 
make a fool of yourselfon stage in order to 
pull it off and to get people to listen to you. 
Like my line at the Green Vote concert 
"Get out and vote for the green people." 
Ned - I think an overall moral ofwhat you 
want to do with an audience is keep them on 
their toes. Keep them questioning with ev-
ery song. 
Whatare theplansforthefuture? Where 
do you want to take The Undecided? 
Ned - I want to take it as far as it goes, 
keeping in mind that we're just playing to 
have fun. I know that everyone is going to 
have commitments and may take offand go 
in a different direction, but that's what we 
have to deal with. If we see things produc-
ing and happening, then I think we'll stick 
together. One of the reasons I came back to 
school this year was the band. It is a won-
derful group of Mends. 
Wayne - My goals last year were to have 
fun and make otherpeople have fun watch-
ing us. I never dreamed last year that we  
would have a show like we did with Rock 
the Green Vote. 
Drew - I never thought that would happen 
either. 
Ned - I thought the biggest thing we 
would ever do would be a Greek function. 
Mike - And then we got our name an-
nounced on The End. (Mimicking a radio 
announcer) Sadhappy ...Hungry Crocs. 
.Chubby Children ...and. . THE UNDE-
CIDED! 
Amber - One of the best things that hap-
pened to me all year was when one of my 
housemates came running to me saying "I 
heard your name on the radio!" I didn't 
even know they were announcing it. 
Mike - I am just taking it day to day. I 
enjoy performing and I enjoy practicing. I 
don't really have any set goals. If we make 
money, we makemoney. The main concern 
for me is just to have fun. Like any other 
thing I've done in my life. 
Drew - It would be nice to make money 
butl'mjustplaying tohaveagoodtimeand 
improve. 
Brian - I've always had a dream to be in 
a successful band. I would like to be rich 
and famous, but who knows. Since I was a 
little kid I wanted to be able to play the 
drums. I built my own drum set in the sixth 
grade. I did some thinking this past summer 
about what I was going to do in the future. 
Do I want to be an engineer? I mean, what 
do I like to do? One of my teachers from 
home told me to go with my heart, and 
that's what I'm doing now. I love music. I 
don't like physics. I had the most fun the 
other day with Drew in the practice mom 
just playing. We came up with two or three 
songs by just playing. That's stuff that 
comes from the heart. 
Ned - As Sean put it last year, it's better 
than having sex. 
Mike - It's always a great feeling after a 
performance when I hear people talk about 
it and say that they liked it, or when they 
come up to me and compliment me. It 
makes my head very big, not that it's not 
already big enough. 
Ned - I think thatjustplaying in aband for 
anybody takes a lot ofguts,just in the sense 
of commitment and the doubts of whether 
it's going to work out. It's a time commit-
ment, a money commitment, and everyone 
puts in a lot in terms of effort. It's like a 
marriage. You have to keep working things 
out, but there will always be difficulties. 
We are getting a lot more confidence now, 
buthopefully we'll never get cocky. That's 
really important. 
Thankyouforyour time. 
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Two plays from the Black Theatre 
Dutchman 
by Amiri Baraka 
and 
Funpyhouse 
of a Negro 
by Adrienne Kennedy 
Diana Marre, director 
Fr:dy. Noierrber 13 & 20, 8 pm 
Saturday. November 14 & 21, 1 2 pm ard 8 pm 
Wednesday, Novembei 18, 8 p.m 
Thursday, November 19, 8 p.m 
lns,cie Theatre, Jones Hall 
Unersity of Puget Sound 
Tckets on sale October 30 at the 
Univers:ty Information Center (756-3329), or at the door 
$6 general. 54 studen'Jserrjr ctzen/faculty/stafI 
'Matinee; $4 general. $2 student/senor cozen/faculty/staff 
RECO,1MEtJDED FOR CHILDREN 
m 
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The Puget Sound men's soccer team ended the season with a 9-9 record by splitting theirfinal two home games this weekend. 
The Loggers defeated Whitman College 2-0 on Friday with goals comingfrom Jason McGibbon and Drew Dillin. 
In thefinal game, the Loggers got offto an impressive start against Whitworth. They scored thefirsr goal ofthe match in the 18th minute. 
But after they posted a 2-1 lead early in the second hal6F, the third-ranked Pirates explodedforflve quick goals, to win 6-2. 
Seniors Dillin, Mark Dos Remedios, andNathan Simpson played theirfinal game in green and gold Sunday against Whitworth College. 
Mark Berry scored both Puget Sound goals,finishing the season with a team leading nine goals. 
Above: Jason McGibbon (left) winds up to take a shot against Whthvorth College Sunday. Womens soccer 
Emily Keilman leads a pack of runners at the 
Western Washington Invitational two weeks ago. 
* 
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earns top seed 
LJBy Steven Snyder 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound Loggers women's soc-
cer team spent the past week waiting to find 
out their seed in the district playoffs. 
On Halloween, Western Washington lost, 
giving Seattle University a playoff berth 
and the Loggers the number one seed. 
3. The Loggers, who will host the playoffs 
this weekend, play Whitworth College on 
Saturdayatlla.m. 
see WSOCCER page 12  
Simon Fraser 
defense stomps 
Loggers, 30-6 
By Gary Brooks 
Staff writer 
On a day when much of the crowd had 
gathered to pay homage to Puget Sound's 
great athletes of the past, the Logger foot-
ball team failed to resemble anything wor-
thy of enshrinement in a Hall of Fame. 
TheLoggers ran into a tough Simon Fraser 
team in the Hall of Fame game Saturday at 
Baker Stadium and lost, 30-6. 
Puget Sound started offa step behind the 
Clansmen and were not able to catch up on 
the soggy turf in front of 300 Logger faith-
ful. 
Simon Fraser opened the gameby quickly 
moving through the Logger defense with a 
Imely-tuned passing game. It took the Clan 
less than two minutes to convert the only 
score they would need to remain undefeated 
in Mt. Rainier play (3-0) and move to 5-2 on 
the season. 
The Loggers dropped to 3-5 on the season 
and 1-3 in league. 
Two big passing plays provided the bulk 
of yardage as Simon Fraser took the 7-0 
lead. 
The Loggers were forced to punt the ball 
away on nearly every possession of the first 
half as Simon Fraser controlled the game 
defensively and offensively. 
To produce their second touchdown the 
Clan abandoned its passing game in favor 
of an equally impressive running game. 
They pounded the ball at the Loggers to 
take a 13-0 lead in the first period and 
appeared to be on the verge of a blowout. 
"We tried hard to do something to change 
the tempo of the game, but it seemed like no 
matter what we tried, we couldn't get it 
done," said Logger head coach Ross 
Hjelseth. 
Puget Sound defense, however, stepped 
see FOOTBALL page 13 
Keith Swartz goes airborne jzer getting tripped up by Whitworth defender. 
Second-year runner leads strong women's delegation to District meet 
DBy Melissa Moffett 
Staff Writer 
Underneath the quiet, reserved exterior of 
Emily Kellman lies one of the most corn-
petitiverunners in NAIA Districtl. And she 
has been running cross country for less than 
two seasons. 
Though Kellian began her running ca-
reer as a freshman in high school mainly 
because her best friend was turning out for 
track, she did not beginrunning cross coun-
try until her freshman year ofcollege. As a 
student at Tacoma's Wilson High School, 
she chose to play volleyball every fall. 
But when she came to the University of 
Puget Sound last year, cmss country coach 
Sam Ring, who was also Kellman's high 
school track coach at Wilson, encouraged 
her to turn out for the cross country team. 
And though she preferred track, Kellman 
decided to give the sport a try. 
The Loggers' sports community is glad 
that she did. 
This weekend, KelIman will lead the Log-
gers women's cross country team at the 
District meet at Central Washington Uni-
versity. 
The meet will be held on the Ellensburg 
Golf Course Saturday. The women's 5K 
race will startat 10:30 a.rn. and the men will 
run the 8K course at 11:15 a.m. 
Kellman, a sophomore, has improved in-
credibly since her first cross country season  
last fall. As a freshman she ran back in the 
pack—sixth and seventh on the team —for 
most of the season. 
Now Keliman, who has dramatically de-
creased her times from last season, consis-
tently leads the team. She has been the first 
Logger finisher in all the meets this season. 
Last year, her times for the 5K course run 
in college women's cross country were in 
20- and 21-minute range. This season they  
have all dropped into the 17- and 18-
minute range. 
Keilman attributes the great improve-
ment to added time spent in training. 
"More miles and running year-
round," Kellman said. "I'd never done 
that before." 
With the upcoming District meet, 
Kellman hopes that she has logged 
enough miles to beat several strong 
runners. 
"I really want to beat Andrea Bertoia 
and Lindsay (McLaren) from Simon 
Fraser," Kellman said. "I'm sure I can 
beat Andrea, but I don't know about 
Lindsay." 
rn Coach Sam Ring believes that even 
ifshedocsn'tbeatinthviduals,Kellman 
. will still be successful. 
"Top five," he predicts. "She'll be in 
The top five at Districts." 
After the District race, Keilman will 
run in the National meet on November 
21 in Kenosha, Wisconsin. If she fin-
ishes in the top 30, she will be named an 
All-American. With the times she is cur-
rently posting, she has an excellent chance 
to be one of those top 30. 
The team goals, according to Kellman, 
are to win both Districts and Nationals. 
"We have to have at least a second place 
finish at Nationals because it wouldn't look 
good to place below ourranking," Keilman 
said. 
The Puget Sound women have held their 
No. 2 rank for several weeks. George Fox 
College has been No. 1 for just as long. 
Keilman explained that the main problem 
with cross country is that only seven of the 
10 women will continue to the National 
competition after Districts. With a team as 
tough and well-balanced as Puget Sound's 
everyone has contributed to theoverall team 
success. 
Yet, as it is, the District race this weekend 
will be the first time that the entire team will 
race together. Injuries and sickness have 
keptindividual runners out of different com-
petitions. 
The men's cross country team will run a 
tough 8Kracein Ellensburg. Only two men's 
teams will advance to Nationals from Dis-
tricts. 
Puget Sound's men have moved up to No. 
17 in the NAJA national poll this week. 
Simon Fraser and Pacific Lutheran are 
ranked above them in the District. 
According to Tim Leary, the men are 
optimistic about their chances. 
"We're aiming to havea good race," Leary 
said. 
Team captain MaU Ellis is quite positive 
that the team will do well. 
"We will be in Kenosha," Ellis says. 
If the women place in the top four and the 
men place in the top two at Districts it will 
be the first time that Puget Sound will send 
two full teams to the National meet. 
Upcoming Home Games 
Football- 
Saturday, 7p.m. at Tacoma Dome vs. Pacific Lutheran University 
Volleyball- 
Thursday, 7p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Portland State University 
Friday, 7p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Lewis-Clark State College 
Women's Soccer- 
Saturday, 1 1a.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Whitworth 
Sunday, 1 p.m. at Baker Stadium in District Championships (if necessary) 
Women's Basketball- 
Friday, 4 p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse vs. University of British Columbia 
Swimming- 
Friday, 4p.m. Men's and Women's teams at King County Aquatic Center, Federal Way 
Saturday, 1p.m. Men's team vs. the University of Alaska-Anchorage 
Note: Tickets for the annual Pu get Sound-Pacific Lutheran football game are still 
avallable at the Information Center in the Student Union Building. 
Tickets are $6for reserved seatingfor students ,faculty, and staff, with identification; $10 
Wpm. 
I 
X. 
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Wswirnming splits on the road Victory will give Puget Sound 
0 
volleyball the district title 
By Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
JBy Anne Harris 
Layout Editor 
Though coach Chris Myhre admits that 
he was expecting the women's swim team 
to do better against Washington State Uni-
versity, he was not let down with the team's 
performance on the next day at Whitworth 
College. 
But the real challenge for the Loggers 
will come this Friday at the Husky Relays. 
The competition, which will include sev-
eral NCAA Division I schools, starts at 4 
p.m. in the King County Aquatics Center in 
Federal Way. 
1_ast Saturday the Loggers' swam against 
WSU and lost, 154-52, in Pullman. 
Michelle Parrish was the only Logger that 
was able to achieve a first place, and that 
was only a tie in the 50-meter freestyle. She 
was also able to place second in the 100-
freestyle. 
Both Eiica Thiessen and Shannon Faehling 
swam national qualifying times. Thiessen 
swam a 2:13.16 in the 200-backstroke and 
Faehling finished the 200-breastroke in 
2:30.96. 
On Sunday the women took an aggressive 
win against the Whitworth Pirates. The 
fmal score was 142-6 1. 
Gaylan Finley, a freshman, qualified for 
the nauonal meet in the 100-breastroke 
(1:11.84) and sophomore Sybil Hedrick set 
a personal best in the 200-freestyle (2:00.67). 
Because of a Central Washington loss, 
the Puget Sound volleyball team will prob-
ably be hosting the NAJA District I touma-
ment as the district champion. 
To fmish the season hosting the district 
toumament, the Loggers must defeat Lewis-
Clark State College this Friday at 7 p.m. in 
the Memorial Fieldhouse. 
The Loggers, 8-1 in district and 34-7 
overall, stayed on top of the district with 
two victories. They defeated Western Wash-
ington University (12-15, 15-12,15-10, 15-
10) and Simon Fraser University (17-15, 
14-16, 15-7, 15-11) last week. 
Lewis-Clark State, however, could play 
WSOCCER from page 11 
Pacific Lutheran, the number two seed, 
will play number three seeded Seattle Uni-
versity following the Puget Sound game. 
The winners from Saturday's games will 
meet in the district title game on Sunday at 
1 P.M. 
"We're really happy with the number one  
the part of the spoiler, since it was the team 
that knocked Central out of a first place tie 
with the Loggers. 
The Wildcats lost in three games last 
Friday. 
Senior outside hitter Nancy Volkel led 
Puget Sound against Simon Fraser with 19 
kills and 15 digs. 
Janice Lwin, a freshman setter, had 45 
assists. 
In the block department, Wendy Weise 
had eight solo blocks and five assisted 
blocks. Weise also contributed 15 digs. 
To prepare for the NAJA district touma-
ment, the Loggers will play Portland State 
University, the top team in the NCAA Di-
vision II, Thursday at 7p.m. in the Memo-
rial Fieldhouse. 
seed," said Logger head coach Cohn 
Stewart 
The team that wins the district title will 
get into the national tournament which will 
be held at Pacific Lutheran University. 
Since Pacific Lutheran will be hosting the 
tournament, they have an automatic berth. 
Tickets for the tournament are $3 for 
adults and $1 for students. 
C- 
U' 
CD 
for adults; and $8 for general admission on the game day. 
Athlete of the Week 
Football Player of the Week 
By Marty Pujolar and Gary 
Brooks 
Staff Writer 
The lone star performer on Saturday for 
the Loggers against Simon Fraser was jun-
ior punter Todd Cooley. 
And for averaging 50.3 yards over 7 punts 
and moving into the number two spot in the 
country, Cooley was named the Flakey 
Jake's Football Player of the Week. 
On Saturday, hebroke theColumbiaFoot-
ball Association single-game punting 
record. Cooley's 43.1 yard season average 
is currently the fourth highest in all divi-
sions of college football. 
Though one of his punts was blocked, 
Cooley unloaded three punts of more than 
50 yards and pinned the Clansmen deep in 
their own territory to start several drives. 
LO 
CD 	 m really gaining a lot of confidence," 
Cooley said. "I've been getting quite a bit of 
leg into the ball lately." 
p 
 Ow 
4", 
For at least one play against Simon Fraser Saturday, quarterback Jason Olson had time to 
get offa pass. For the game, Olson went 18-for-31 for 152 yards. 
FOOTBALL from page 11 
up in the second quarter and they held back in the game, and that they did, mo- 
Simon Fraser scoreless for the 15-minute mentarily. 
period. Sophomore defensive back Justin John- 
The main reason the Loggers were unpro- son provided the much needed break as he 
ductiveon the offensive end was the strength intercepted a Simon Fraser pass deep in 
and quickness of the Clan's defensive line. Clansmen territory. 
"We had some key players step up and From there, McCurty was able to get the 
make some big plays," Logger linebacker ball in the endzone for the only Logger 
Rod Emmons said. score oftheday. He scoredon a4-yardburst 
Nearly every time quarterback Jason to make the score, 13-6. 
Olson dropped back to pass, he was chased The touchdown gave McCurty 50 for his 
by the Clansmen defense and he was unable careerat Puget Sound. McCurty shares that 
to develop any type of effective passing milestone with former NFL running back 
game. and Logger star Mike Oliphant. The six 
"It's really frustrating not being able get points tied him with Oliphant for career 
my passing game going, but I'm getting points with 304. 
used to throwing on the ran," Olson said. "ItisgreattocatchOhiphantbuttotellyou 
The Ghan defense also shut down Gary the truth I wasn't even thinking about the 
McCurty on what was expected to be a records," McCurty said. 
record-breaking day for the senior running Simon Fraser countered by scoring two 
back. unanswered touchdowns to make it 27-6 
McCurty, who fmished the game with and, for all intents and purposes, ended the 
only 47 yards on 19 carries, was unable to Loggers' hopes of a victory. 
break through the swarming defense be- A fourth quarter field goal by Simon 
cause of poorblocking. His longestcarry of Fraser capped the scoring for good at 30-6. 
the day came on a 13-yard draw play. "We try every week to get our best players 
As the Loggers went to the locker room, the football in the best possible places," 
they faced a 13-0 deficit. They still hadn't Hjelsethsaid. "But today, therejustweren't 
gained 100 yards of total offense. enough places to get anything going. We 
It appeared as the Loggers came Out for tried the inside game. We tried the outside 
the second half that they were ready to get game. We tried the drop back game." 
lBy Marty Pujolar 
Staff Writer 
Mark Berry was named this week's Dande 
Trophy Company's Athlete of the Week for 
scoring two goals in the Logger's 2-0 win 
over Pacific Lutheran University, and two 
more goals in the season finale against 
Whitworth last Sunday. 
Berry started the season with two goals 
against Linfield College, and ended his 
season in the same way. He has scored two 
goals in a game three times this season. 
The junior midfielder finished the season 
as the Loggers leading scorer with nine 
goals. He also led in total points with 21 
(each goal is two points; each assist is one). 
This is the second time this season that 
Mark Berry has been named the Athlete of 
the Week. 
I 
m 
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Tender Pig Trail Mascot 
By Leslie Murray 
Staffwriter 
Recently an advertisement was run in this 
here newspaper which ruffled my feathers 
a bit. It was one of those classic "Just say 
no" commercials, which pictured a rack of 
test-tubes containing urine samples. This in 
itself was hideously offensive to me—who 
really wants to look at a big picture of other 
people s liquid waste? One ofthe tubes was 
marked positive. The accompanying text 
told me that I have no chance ofever, ever, 
ever getting a decent job outside of Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken (or maybe they're 
drug testing now too) if I use drugs. Those 
loyal fighters of the war on drugs let me 
know that no one will hire dummies and 
"How smart can you be if you do drugs?" 
Now, regardless of the ickiness of having 
pee emblazoned across my reading space, 
the really offensive portion of this ad came 
in its rhetoric. 
Howsmartcanlbeiflusedrugs? Well, 
just hypothetically speaking, if I do use 
drugs, and wish to use this hobby as a 
formula for testing my relativeintelligence, 
how would I do so? By looking at my 
fellow drug users, I don'tknow that I would 
jump so quickly to the assumption that I am 
a complete moron. Byron and Shelley seem 
like pretty smart guys and they make no 
secret of their opium use. As a matter of 
fact, these guys managed to get a secure 
place in everybody's Norton Anthology of 
Literature by Non-Stupid People. Add this 
to the fact thatByron actually helped to free 
the Greek nation from oppression, and you 
are basically looking at two fellows who 
would not be judged stupid, even by mod-
em standards. Blake was a drug fiend. The 
guy saw God and his chorus of heavenly 
followers daily. But his poetry is just as 
heavenly as the angeLs he says he saw, and 
I have yet to hear an English professor call 
him stupid. William S. Burroughs should 
be dead right now by all realistic standards. 
His heroin use has become legendary. Look 
up junkie in the dictionary and you'll see 
his picture. I mean this man did a lot of 
smack. But stupid he is not. And, by God, if 
we're labeling drug users as stupid, we 
might as well wipe out the entire Beat 
Generation. Kerouac, Ginsberg, Cassady: 
simpletons to the core. Timothy Leary, 
Aldous Huxley and Ken Kesey make no 
attempt to hide their use of hallucinogens, 
and I would safely assume that all of these 
men have a higher intelligence level than 
whatever idiot decided to use piss as the 
main image of his advertising campaign. 
BUT this same advertising genius, who has 
never done any drugs in his life, is telling 
me that none of these people could get  
anywhere in today's work force. I can see it 
now, Byron asks me if I want mashed 
potatoes or coleslaw with that while Blake 
pours me an icy-cold Coke. Right. 
I could alsojudge my stupidity for choos-
ing to use drugs by observing the intelli-
gence of my peers. I mean maybe the pee-
guy has a point, maybe I would look a lot 
more intelligent if I just drank beer until I 
puked on my selfand those around me, and 
stumbled around the entire night crying 
because guy A fucked girl B and my life is 
shit. I could drink martinis until my liver 
fell out of my body and I saw purple bugs 
cmwling up my arms when I didn't have a 
fifth of Jim Beam. I could get loaded and 
drive around casually running down young 
children of my choice, but intelligently, 
because at least I'm not stoned. I would 
personally rather take my stupid self into 
my stupid room and smoke a non-hangover 
producing, non-vomit inducing, non-cry-
ing binge causing bowl, than look like most 
of the people I see drinking look when 
they've had theirfill. ButI guess ill became 
an alcoholic, I could still get ajob because, 
as ofyet, those fellers who won't stand for 
employment of drug users have yet to bar 
their workplaces to the millions of people 
who drink. They probablyjust don't have a 
test for it yet, but maybe they're working on 
it. 
Has the war on drugs come to such a low 
point that they can't even talk about the 
hormrs of pot, but rather feel the need to 
scare all our future businessmen out of 
using drugs by waving the "you won'tget a 
job if you do" carrot in front of their noses? 
And speaking of misguided brain power, 
whatkindofgeniusofbusiness sectorpolicy 
came up with mandatory drug testing in the 
work place? Gosh, it seems like a fairly 
democratic system to me. But I guess these 
bright and able policy makers know what 
they're doing, because they have never 
touched the stuff, and thusly crescendo 
right over the heads of us lunkhead drug 
users. Hpothetical drug users, that is. 
Saying no one who uses drugs can be 
smart is sort of like saying no one who 
listens to Juice Newton can have any taste. 
The two can go together, but they don't 
necessarily have to. God knows, I have 
seen some stupid people use drugs. But 
these people were stupid before they used 
drugs, not because they used drugs. I mean 
beauty may only be skin deep, but idiocy 
runs clear to the bone and if you're stupid 
you're stupid regardless of whether you're 
on crack or the clear night air. 'Nuff said. 
But I guess Kentucky Fried Chicken 
wouldn'tbe thatbad. With Byron and Blake 
around, the place has got to be fun. Hypo-
thetically. 
Staff Editorial__________________OD 
Three cheers for President Clinton 
Amen and Alleluia, George Bush is out of office! Three cheers for President Clinton. 
Up to this point, most of us have spent our politically aware lives with a Republican 
administration in the White House. For many of us, this is the first time we could vote in 
a presidential election. Tuesday night was a bit amazing and we were self-consciously 
aware of being present while history was being made. 
So, the theme of Clinton and Gore's acceptance speeches was apt. The Clinton-Goi 
administration will be the markofa new generation. Around the country, othernew winners 
raise the expectations. In California both Senate seats were filled by women, Diane 
Fienstein and Barbara Boxer. Three other women, Carol Braun from Illinois and two others 
from the south were elected to the Senate. Patty Murray beat Ross Chandler here in 
Washington. We will have a democratic Congress to complement our democratic president. 
President-Elect Clinton listed off his goals Tuesday night, and they are ones we sincerely 
agree with: to restore growth and opportunity to American citizens and to face problems 
previously ignored such as shifting the economy from a defense focus to a domestic focus, 
dealing with the environment and increasing funding towards AIDS research. 
The only addendum we would make is to prioritize for Clinton: issues in the category of 
too-long-ignored that he must deal with right away are parental leave and day-care policies, 
creating a workable health care system and long-awaited cuts in the military budget. 
We look to the Clinton-Gore administration to be the most diverse this country has had. 
We expect that Hilary Clinton will indeed be, as her husband said, "one of the greatest first 
ladies in history." We hope Tipper will keep her mouth shut. 
We hope. Even when said in jest, these words demonstrate what is so exciting and 
exhilarating about this election: we're undeniably hopeful for the future ofpolitics and our 
country. 
Of course, we admit, in four years the country will not be Utopia, but it is the sense of 
possibility that redeems us. . . the sense that our government may concern itself with the 
issues that concern us. 
Albert Gore summed up our feelings in perhaps the most moving and heartfelt statement 
of Election Night when he said, "We are one country now. A country where merit and not 
geography will be the test for the highest office of our land. We must work for a day when 
race and gender will also be irrelevanL" 
* * *Note: 
 The Trail is also celebrating because Ballot Measure 9 was defeated in Oregon 
by 56%, without the absentee ballots, which would not be enough to tip the scales. A close 
call, but justice and equality prevail. 
'ial Policy 
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puger Sowi 
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the AssocIated Studen 
the University, of its Board of Trartees. Staff Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the opini 
of the majority of the core staff. Guest opinions are printed on the discretion of the Opinle 
Editor. The Trail reserves the right not to print letters over three hundred words, and to a 
any letters printed. All letters must have a signature and a phone number and are due 
Tuesday at 5p.m. Anonymous letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Edito, 
Letters and other correspondence may be addressed to: The Trail, University of Pu get Soa 
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma WA 98416. 
Gender messages and power dynamics muddy Security's escort service 
JBy Alison De La Cruz 
Staff Writer 
"If it is late at night, don't go out alone, 
call 331 1." For my first two months here at 
UPS I was afraid or very paranoid, to walk 
alone at night. I came to understand that it 
wasn't safe for me to walk from the library 
back to University hall late at night. I asked 
an RA when I should call security for an 
escort and she said,"Whenever you feel 
uncomfortable to walk by yourself." 
Her answer seems logical: I should call 
and ask someone to escort me across cam-
pus whenever I feel uncomfortable. It is not 
her answer that bothers me, it is the mindset 
I have had for the last few months that 
bothers me. I thought that it was unsafe for 
me, or any woman, to walk anywhere alone 
at night. I came to believe that there would  
be crazy men in the bushes waiting to 
pounce on an unsuspecting young woman 
at any moment. I argued with a friend more 
than once, to call security to walk her from 
Todd to University at 1 1:30 pm. I believed 
that any woman was a victim waiting to 
happen the minute she walked out of a 
building alone. 
I am not from Tacoma; I am from a city in 
Southern California, so I have no idea what 
the situation is here. I trusted the people 
who were here already to alert me to the 
situation. I believed many ofthe ideas about 
the riangers of going out alone not because 
of what someone had specifically told me 
verbatim, but because of the subtle mes-
sages I got from the people around me. I 
thought there wherecrazy men in the bushes, 
so what did I do? I called ano;ner man, 
whether it be security or just a male friend,  
to protect me. Who will protect him from 
the crazy man in the dark? 
In talking to a male friend, I discovered 
that the escort service is provided for any-
one who feels "uncomfortable" walking 
alone at night. The message is presented to 
an audience of both men and women. But 
it is my beliefthat there are very few men on 
this campus who have been given the 
message that it is unsafe for them to walk 
alone. On the other hand, as a woman, I 
have been given the message that it is 
unsafe for me to walk alone. 
I felt trapped inside buildings till I could 
walk somewhere with someone else. In 
some cases I could ask a female friend from 
my hail to walk with me to the Cellar or the 
library late at night. But if I happened to be 
studying in Regester or Todd till 1 or 2 am 
I had no choice but to call security or ask a  
male friend to walk me back. The only 
problem with asking a male friend is, in 
most cases, he lived in Todd or Regester 
and I lived on the other side ofcampus. My 
male friends were nice enough to walk me 
home, but still there is a power dynamic 
there that bothers me. 
I think we can all agree that society gives 
each gender their own set of messages. 
Some of these messages tell us the power 
dynamic between men and women. I have 
been given mixed messages from society: 
asa woman, Idon'tand won'thaveasmuch 
power as a man and at the same time, I can 
have just as much power as a man. The 
minute I bring up power dynamics between 
men and women someone has to say,"Are 
you a radical feminist?" I don't consider it 
radical feminism to want independence. 
Being able to feel safe, knowing you can 
see GENDER MESSAGES p.15 
passes. And I might not have 
the big yards, but if you go 
back to the film you can see 
that it takes three guys to get 
me down. I made a lot of 
people miss. I made a lot of 
moves in the back field dur-
ing that game." 
That dream of playing pro-
fessional football that he first 
dreamed in sixth grade is still 
very real for Gary McCurty. 
Yet, now, with the final game 
of his college career in two 
days, most of his cards have 
been played. Either they want 
him or they don't. 
The last he has heard from 
the NFL was last spring when 
scouts from the Pittsburgh 
Stealers and the Philadelhia 
Eagles stopped in Tacoma to 
watch film of his play. The 
Dallas Cowboys also ex-
pressed interest, but he hasn't 
heard from any teams since 
them. 
"Th0t ; cnmnthinn nnl,, After Gary McCurty' s collegiate career ends this weekend, 
Puget Soundfootballfans will have only memories ofhis 	 j111 	 j four years of long, exciting touchdown runs. 
"People who look for players 
season rushing record. beyond our level don't tell us very much. 
"People would come up to me and say They give us no answers. It isjust what they 
well you're going to be the next Oliphant," seeand whatthey arelooking forand they're 
McCurty said. "He came to some of the looking at a vast pool ofpeople out there. I 
games and even he said I was going to do can't predict what will happen. 
well." "When Mike Oliphant was playing and 
As a sophomore, McCarty injured his recruited, the same type of thing happened. 
ankle in the opening game against PLU and The team wasn't told very much about the 
missed three gamesbut hecame back strong recruitment at all." 
and finished the season with 1,099 yards In his own opinion, McCarty is ready to 
and 11 touchdowns. play in the pros. 
Last season, as opposing defenses began "Physically I'm there but I just need to 
to key on him especially, McCurty under- develop a little more of the mental aspect," 
went a change. McCurty said. "I have got to play the game 
He finished the season down statistically more. I've gotto be a little more aggressive. 
— he rushed for 936 yards and 1 1 touch- That is what they like. No matter what size 
downs — but he became more aggressive. you arc, if you stick your nose in the fight 
•••• 	 • 	 : 	 •• 	 • 
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The end of an era ..   11 
Gary McCurty will wear the logger colors for the last time on Saturday 
McCurty, who currently has 3,925 yards as 
a Logger, needs 217 more to become the 
CFA's all-time leading rusher. 
Last week against Simon Fraser, McCurty 
tied Oliphant for most touchdowns (50) and 
most points (304) scored in a career. 
McCurty needs 22 points and four touch-
downs to become the CFA leader in those 
categories. 
This Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Tacoma 
Dome will be McCurty's lastchance toearn 
those records. 
It will be the final time that the school's 
leading rusher will suit up in Logger Green 
and Gold. 
thought that he 
. 	
would share play- 
. 	 ing time with an- 
.: . 	 other back that 
.•,..". 
.'.,'. 	 season, McCurty 
.v 	 quickly became 
. 	 . 	
I 	 the feature back. 
. .:. . " "I was scared," 
McCarty said. "I 
was really scared. 
Ididn'tknow what 
I 	 ') 	 to expect. I still V 	 L sometimes sit 
ii 	 back and think 
I j about that game. I 
I '.. 	 still don't believe 
I had that many 
— I 	 - 	 yards." 
,. 	 In that firstcol- 
\ 	 legiate game, 
:I McCurty rushed 
he  :ren,'hc.v /,c• •iiLSL' I 
'/ for two touch- 
downs. He carried 
the ball 20 times for 148 yards. 
The game was the first step towards 
earning 1,662 yards and 13 touchdowns. 
His yardage total in that freshman season 
was only 12 yards shy of Oliphant's single 
"I felt that I was 
a lot of stronger 
(that year)," he 
said. "I was faster. 
I started to punish 
people. Rather 
than run out of 
bounds I would 
run into people." 
This fall, 
McCulty is finish-
ing his collegiate 
career in grand 
style. His yardage 
numbers are the 
worst of his Ca-
reer, but he is, ac-
cording to 
Hjelseth, playing 
his best football. 
"I think from a 
tlfl(Iflfliflt nfntire 
;;tjt'i;;;c;Yt speed and openfleld r 
tell a whole lot about a player," Hjelseth 
said. "He's made several big plays in our 
passingoffense. Heis amuch better blocker. 
"I think that game againstCentral (Wash-
ington University on October 10) was prob-
ably his best game. He only ran for 93 
yards, but all things considered he was able 
to run, block, catch the football and return 
kickoffs. I think in his senior year he is a 
better football player because he can do all 
these things." 
McCarty agrees that the Central game 
was one of the best in his career. 
"This is the best I have been blocking," he 
said. "They are throwing me a lot more 
Freshman Gary McCurty gave the ream a star. His running, scoring and fantastic drives 
made headlines throughout the season and definitely make him a player ofthe future. With 
little fanfare he came to Pu get Sound and shook up the campus. The dynamic runner was 
always in the center ofplay. His determination and high energy made him afeared opponent 
to all in the Columbia Football League. McCurty, who consistently battled with the best in 
the CFA for records, clearly established his position in the annals ofLoggerfoothall. 
—Tamanawas, 1990. 
tlBy Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
When Gary McCurty was a high school 
senior, Puget Sound head football coach 
Ross Hjelseth knew that he wanted the 
compact running back from Lincoln High 
School in a Logger uniform. 
Mike Oliphant, who finished his colle-
giate career in 1987 as the school's leading 
career rusher, graduated two years before 
in 1987 and left Hjelseth with a sirong 
running traditiou and no one to keep it alive. 
That is why Hjelseth wanted McCurty so 
much and recruited him so hard. 
"Gary McCurty obviously caught our eye 
C 
0 
CI) 
0 
> 
0 
his incredible strength and power. 
of Technology, McCurty broke his 
predecesser' s school record for career rush-
ing yardage. 
Going into this weekend's season-ending 
game against Pacific Lutheran University, 
because he was that type 01 player that 	 In high school, McCurty was a dominat- 
makes an impact," said Hjelseth of the 5- 	 ing player, much like he is on the college 
foot-7, 202 pound runningback. "He had 	 levcl. As a \enor, he rushed forover 1,300 
— 	
—.-..—.---.— yards and was named to 
the all-state team as an 
honorable mention run-
ning back. 
. 	
"He was a greatplayer," 
. said Bill Milus, 
McCurty's head coach for 
two seasons at Lincoln 
: 	 High School. "He was the 
. 	 hardest working player 
we've ever had at Lin-
coln in terms ofgetting in 
good physcial condition 
to play and in playing on 
' 	 i the practice field." 
' .  . McCarty made an im-
mediate impression upon 
the Columbia Football 
Association. 
"Whenever you recruit 
Sf)CCCi IZ(4.S •(41W(J'i,S 1)tc?i a /'g part of /IcCuriy's fi't/all 	 a guy ofhis caliber there 
success. He runs the 40-yarddash in 4.45 seconds and in high 	 are certain expectations 
school he ran the 100-yard dash in 10.9 seconds. 	 that you hope he can ful- 
established himself as the premier player in 	 ffl," Hjelseth said. "We weren't all sur- 
the city of Tacoma." 	 prised that he fulfilled them in his freshman 
	
Now, in McCurty's senior season, he has 	 year. From that first game he established 
surpassed Oliphant and put himself in the 	 himself as a bona fide player." 
Loggers' record book. 
	 His first game as a Logger was in the 
	
Last month, against the Oregon Institute 	 Tacoma Dome against the cross-town rival 
Lutes. Though he 
nning abilities gain extra yards. 
they'll like you." 
And he isn't about to be picky about 
where he is going to play. He would play in 
the NFL, the Canadian Football League or 
the World League, if he could just get a 
chance. 
"Anywhere," he said. "Any kind of pro-
fessional football." 
Hopefully, after one last strong game 
against PLU, the professional scouts will 
return to Tacoma. Then maybe McCurty 
can follow Oliphant's lead again. 
This time into the NFL. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Rape statistics can 
be misleading 
To the Editor: 
With the article on rape, The Trail has 
attempted to raise a serious campus prob-
lem. An important point, however, may 
have slipped by unnoticed. At issue is the 
question of statistics and their reliability. 
On our campus, The Trail reported that 
statisticaliy only one attempted predatory 
rape occurred last year, and only one case 
involving sexual assault was brought be-
fore the Honor Court. Yet, nationally, Time 
magazine published a report which esti-
mates that as many as one in four women 
will experience some form of sexual as-
sault. Furthermore, women in their late 
teens through mid-twenties are most likely 
to be assaulted. Clearly, a great discrepancy 
exists between these two sets of statistics. 
Allowing that statistics are unreliable and 
Clearly, a great discrepanc 
exists between the two sets 
of statistics, 
easily twisted, it is possible that those re-
ported in the October 22 issue of The Trail 
are accurate, and that those offered above 
are a gross mistake. More likely, the truth 
lies somewhere in the middle, and the low 
number of reports on our campus are signs 
of a much larger and frightening situation. 
Often heard, but rarely openly discussed, 
is the suggestion that students who are 
victims of sexual assault (e.g. date rape) are 
uncomfortable and even discouraged to 
come forward. Furthermore, I am aware of 
some situations in which students who have 
come forward did not find support and 
encouragement in coming to terms with 
their experience. At a school which prides 
itself on creating students who can think 
and act responsibly in the world, it would be 
a shame if when it came to the most serious 
and ambiguous of experiences that think-
ing and acting are abandoned in favor of 
reputation and statistics. 
Since sexual assault is a traumatic and 
confusing experience, victims who feel 
slighted, mistreated, or placed in the wrong 
are often reluctant and embarrassed to dis-
cuss their situation and experiences. As a 
result, they become increasingly isolated 
and they never know if their experience was 
unique or if all students can expect the same 
response. Rumors begin to spread and the 
truth is obscured. 
It is time for students to truthfully discuss 
the school's responses to sexual assault on 
campus. Actual response by the school to 
instances of rape and sexual assault is un-
clear, and students need to demand infor-
mation. If victims are discouraged from 
coming forward, or if their claims are not 
dealt with, it is time to change that re-
sponse. It is possible that campus rape is 
practically nonexistent within the confines  
of our ivy-covered walls, which would be a 
relief,butifthereare more victims ofsexual 
assault on campus than the reports indicate, 
the question must be, "What happened to 
those people and why are their experiences 
not reported?" This question needs to be 
asked and answered now. 
Kelly Smith 
Prof. commends 
rape coverage 
Editor Trail: 
Thanks to Hilary Johnson and the Trail 
editorial stafffor the October 22 front page 
story on rape. Despite the low number of 
officially-reported rapes, however, I don't 
think we can afford to be complacent about 
the growing problem of date rape here and 
across the country. Last spring semester 
students in CommunicationReseaivh Meth-
ods completed a survey study which indi-
cated that sexual assault among acquain-
tances is much more widespread than we 
might believe. In a sample of 233 students 
in introductory Communication courses, 
17% of the women students said they had 
sex forced upon them at least once. In all, 
one-third of the women we surveyed re-
ported experience with sexualviolence (not 
necessarily while they were students). Since 
the national figures indicate that more than 
88% ofwomen who have been raped know 
their attackers, it is quite likely that coer-
cive sex on dates is a much more wide-
spread occurrence than the official reports 
indicate. 
This reseaithproject, based on work done 
by Kristin Andonian '92, identified con-
tributing factors to date mpewhich could be 
incorporatad intoprevention programs. We 
discovered that individuals who were "ver-
bally aggressive," that is, who viewed dis-
putes as attacks on their self-concept, were 
more likely to believe rape-supportive cul-
tural myths than those who were "argumen-
tative," or likely to attack ideas rather than 
people. We think our findings, which need 
to be repeated on other populations before 
they can be fully corroborated, allow us to 
think about the "survival skills" women 
might be able to develop to be better able to 
recognize dangerous situations and develop 
sexualpolicies and lines of defense to mini-
mize the danger of sexual assault. Men, on 
the other hand, need to be taught to respect 
the "NO means NO" message that current 
media stereotypes and cultural myths lead 
them to ignore. Ultimately, reducing the 
incidence of date rape means confronting 
the effects of a culture whose rape narra-
tives render women helpless while demon-
izing men. 
We have already begun work with Tom 
Amorose to develop programs which con-
front these issues.We stand ready to assist 
any other group interested in developing 
educational programs to help members of 
the UPS community confront these myths. 
Yours truly, 
Professor David Droge 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Survivors must 
discredit revisionists 
To the editors and staff of The Trail: 
According to Kogon, in the book The 
Theory and Practice ofHell between May 
1 and July 31, 1944, 140,000 Hungarian 
Jews were gassed in Auschwitz immedi-
ately upon their arrival. This is just a small 
portion of the two million Jews that were 
killed at Auschwitz alone (not counting the 
numerous others killed there) during the 
Holocaust. TheFinal Solution, Hitler'splan 
to destroy all Jews in Europe, killed a total 
psix million Jews between the years of 
1939 and 1945, one-third of the world's 
Jewish population at the time. 
Unfortunately, it is hard to speak out 
rationally against Holocaust Revisionists, 
especially ifyou are Jewish.Thehate spread 
by "scholars" such as Mr. Clemmeris a slap 
in the face not only to Jews, many of whom 
lost relatives to the gas chambers, but also 
to all the others who suffered at the hands of 
the Third Reich. 
Today, the hate is disguised in slick Ian-
guage and twisted fact. No educated person 
should believe someone who flatly says the 
Holocaust did not happen. By doing this 
using the twisted arguments and slick Ian-
guage such as Mr. Clemmer's. The photo-
graphs Mr. Clemmer cites as dubious are 
photos that show the carnage of the Holo-
caust and act as a reminder of the inhuman-
ity during World War II. Holocaust Revi-
sionists believe the Holocaust did not hap-
pen even though there are innumerable 
records to prove them wrong. As time goes 
on and the survivors of the concentration 
camps die there are fewer to tell of what 
really happened and to discredit people like 
Mr. Clemmer. The need to not forget the 
Holocaust did in fact happen will prevent it 
from happening again (hopefully). The lit-
eratureproving the Holocaustdid happen is 
prolific, although it is very difficult to con-
vince the generations of people who did not 
live through that dark time if they, are 
uneducated. Ibelieve The Traildid the right 
thing in printing the lies of Mr. Clemmer 
and people like him, to show us as students 
the dangers of ignorance. We can only hope 
people will realize that Mr. Clemmer and 
others like him are trying to spread hate, 
ignorance, and lies. 
Paul Morris 
Rabbi speaks out 
Dear Ms. Freeman, 
I was provided a copy ofyour October 15 
edition by Paul Morris, a Puget Sound stu-
dent and a member of my congregation. 
I wantto compliment you on a thoughtful, 
well-worded editorial in response to the 
letter from Greg Clemmer. His letter is a 
hysterical expression of hatred and totally 
ignores the vast number of eyewitness ac-
counts of the Holocaust as well as through 
the German records themselves. 
I applaud you for publishing the letter and 
for your response to it. 
Sincerely, 
Joshua Stampfer 
Rabbi, Congregation Neveah Shalom 
Note: Though our staff editorial in the 
October 15 issue was the opinion of the 
entire staff, an opinion we all fervently 
believe, Jason Saffir, our Opinions section 
editor, wrote the article and should receive 
the praise for its crafting—Ed.S 
Nazis kept good 
records 
To the editor: 
The two main claims professed by Holo-
caust deniers are: 1) that no one died in gas 
chambers during World War II and 2) that 
the figure of six million Jewish victims is 
vastly exaggerated. In essence they choose 
to deny historical facts and by so doing are 
depriving Holocaust survivors of their own 
personal history. 
This phenomenon of Holocaust denial, 
which began in the sixties with the publica-
tions in Franceand theUnited States,seemed 
to have been anticipated by General 
Eisenhoweras early as 1945, when he wrote: 
"I visited every nook and cranny of the 
camp [Dachau] because I felt it my duty to 
be in a position from then on to testify at 
first hand about these things in case there 
ever grew up at home the beliefor assump-
tion that the 'stories ofNazi brutality were 
just propaganda." 
Testimonies of liberators and survivors 
have provided us with ample proof of death 
and atrocities, yet, ironically, it is the me-
ticulousrecordings ofthe Nazis themselves 
which supplied historians with the neces-
sary documentation from which to derive 
the most minute details of the Nazis'killing 
centers. 
This letter is not a response to Gregg 
Clemmer, there is no point in debationg 
Holocaust deniers. Rather, this letter is in-
tended for those who are not familiar with 
the details of the death and destruction 
perpetrated by the Nazis. It is essential that 
people read books on the subject by legiti-
mate historians so that they can discern fact 
from fiction when confronted with lies. 
Sylvia Frankel 
GENDER MESSAGES from p.14 
take care of yourself and wanting indepen-
dence are characteristics that should be 
encouraged for both genders. 
Realistically, I know that society can be 
both dangerous and safe for both genders. 
The reality of the dangers must be as equally 
supported as the reality of the safety. For 
the last few months I was walking around 
thinking I couldn't protect myself orbe safe 
because I was a woman. I now realize that 
there has to be a balance. This issue is still 
quite an interesting one within me. I know, 
on the one hand, that as a woman I must 
realize that I amjust as independent, strong 
and safe as a man. But, on the other hand, 
present day society does not guarantee my 
safety, because I am a woman. Everytime I 
get ready to walk alone I stop and evaluate, 
even if for a split second, whether or not I 
need an escort. I have used and will con-
tinue to use the escort service provided by 
Security Services. I think it is a great ser-
vice to have for anyone, be they man or 
woman, who feels uncomfortable. 
is 	 Share how that Question of the Week: Clinton 	 makes you feel. 
David Kupferman: "I'm gonna miss 
	
Tief Gibbs: "I'm unsure. We'll see what 	 Ezra A. Snyder: "Itjust makes me want 	 Alethea P. Daniels: "It was time for a 
capitalism." 	 happens." 	 to spew. I hope I'll live to Baker in '96." 	 change." 
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